Effimency coMpu ter^
list of energygrant imp ro vements
by Greg Nemrow . .
Colby College is expected to receive ia matching grant
of $125,000 by Oct. 6 from the Department of Energy in
Washington in order to improve the energy efficiency of
most buildings on campus, according to Energy Project
"
.
Engineer, JonJLiinh..
"> The money will, help set up an energy monitoring and
operating system throughout the campus. 7 Basically,
most buildings will have a certain number of "control
points" in them. Each-''point" will contain a fan unit, a
s.team valve and a temperature control. All points' will
he tied into a JC-85-10 computer system already in the
fieldhouse. .- . . ",. - .' ¦
. -. - .
'
The
system
being
installed
by Johnson Controls of
now
.
Milwaukee, Wis., will measure the precise temperatures
in separate parts of the buildings and outside the
buildings. ¦Thus, electrical systems and heating systems
Willi be automatically turned on Apr off when needed.
Additionally, usage during -''peak hours" will be efficiently monitored and controlled. Currently
many
heating and' electrical systems are running ~24 hours a
day whether "or not they're needed.
The long process of applying for the grant began with
an energy .audit of each building by Linn; Each building
had to haVe its technical analysis data catalogued and in
Washington by June. The fina l application had to be in
- i:
by August Sth. •
V:
The program had the following guidelines: each

building had to be built or occupied before April 1977 and
the improvements made on them would have to pay for
themselves within a period of about two years, ; The
buildings also had to be used for educational purposes.
Under these requirements Eustis and the fraternity
houses were not eligible. The Seeley G. Mudd building
was too new under the guidelines, and Bixler arid the
Lorimer Chapel would not be able to save enough money
¦ ., " ¦
to pay.for the improvements within two years.
However, the fuel payings in the long run will
probably convince the college to pay for the costs of
improving- these buildings and new buildings yet to be
' ¦ ' . - ..
built, Linn said.
Another facet of the program will be the installation of
storm windows in all buildings concerned. Once these
are in and the computer goes into operation , Linn expects immediate results.
The biggest energy problem remaining, if the grants
go through, will be with the Hillside Complex. .Large
amounts of glass here make the college's newest he'ating
system the most inefficient of all seven on campus.
Amoung the proposals to improve this system are:
the expensive process of double-paning the windows,
and the installation of foam boards around the windows,
which would cut the view from each window in half.
Insulated curtains .are one more proposal, but since this
would deoend entirely on the students' initiative, and
according to Linn, it is not under serious consideration.
-" But there is, "a tremendous amount of willingness to

Colby vo&lig ht
irt ref erendum
by Lucy I*. Nichols

Ma ine.A voted to" reta in

nuclear power in the Sept.
23 referendum by a twp-tpone margin 7 arid '. : voter
turnout was a hefty 57
percent. Roughly six percent of Colby students voted
in the refei "mdum. ' ;:
Accordiiig to Barbara
Sweeney, a poll clerk at the
Kennebec
Vocationa l
Technical ^Institute, the
Ward Three : polling place,
100 to 150 students , voted on
the fate of ^laine Yankee,
the state's only nuclear
power plant .V 7 ;
"The- percentage of Colby
students who :I talked to,"
]1 said :; Swamey, . "were f or
and against; nucliear power
7 : roughly like: the;; voters at
large.'''AWard: three overall
voted Aa twprto-one : against
1 nuclear; powervwith
slightly
:. more ¦:> tha ri ¦; 300 anti-nuclear
' ¦^¦yoteS'tall leid^^ 'i V^-v;;;- 1 ' - ,:^ ;
^i;
^^
;' ;^;;<-!. VMariy |bf?.the:7 students
' ;were 1 new registrations ,"
1 ;said-Sweeneyj
rougly threeZ; quarters > 'of ¦ those:who"voted.
i Colby
S.A:VI| 'doh'tp think iltheat
all; 1'
i:; ;vote Had Cany ^effect
^hb;said,^^^
:<$&.Becky ; Hobyy head of ',- tho
|^WatiBrvillo :v '.- .''Area;' ', i! Nuclca'r
^Referendum' ; Cbmrhittee;

was on campus Sept. 10 and
14 registering -students and
canvassing rooms. She
estimates she succeeded ih
registering 150 students.
"For man y kid s i t was
k ind of a . hassle to reregister in Maine ,- ' said
Roby. "They, were kind of
putout.'v "I saw a lot . of yes
bumper stickers on doors
while I was canvassing, "
she added ;"but I would like
to have h ad more supp ort
from Colby.!' 7
:. Colby coach Rick Bell and
his wife : Kathy began
work ing, for the Waterville
Area .Nuclear Referendum
Committee two years ago
when vthe petition to . bring
the s nuclear A issue to a
referendum was;, first circulated. . Involved from the
beginning, Bell .called the
referendum" ' a victory,
despite i the actual vote
totals. ' aA:: ' -aA 'AAa a. -;.a " ^
vVI r though ' initially we
Would get twenty percent,"
he sa idi ; hut; i"mdst; of the
people who voted; :no> said
that if- the referendum had
been ,!worded differently
-: to
close the A plantain ; three
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Preparing for the future
Installation of a conduit pipe which is part of a new
computer system to improve Colby 's energy systems.
conserve energy," Lirin continued. "Everyone must
cooperate arid so far the response has t>een good. I
expect another 5-6 percent drop in energy consumption," he added.
Colby already received $86,000 in a DOE matching
grant this spring for some storm windows, insulation, a
new Mary Low - Dana stea.mpipe and the actual JC-85-10
computer. If the second grant is approved and successful, then-.Linn expects to apply for a third grant to
„ improve the boiler systems on campus.
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Bonnie s elosed: a tradition lost
by Dnvld M. Strngc
"' One of Colby's favorite weekend pastimes disappeared
this summer with the closing of Bonnie's Diner. Sunday
morning brunches wHl no ilohger be the same ^ithbht
Gladys' fresh morning eggs, delicipushomemade
¦ bread
and palatable, blueberry!pancakes. ' ;¦'- .;A. : \: , ;'v '
' . In 1973, Gladys Booker , a local farmer's wife, bought
a nearby. farmhouse in the hope' 'b f starting a small
truck driver's cafe; , After buying a small oven and a
handful of
supplies, Gladys opened the diner on a¦ ¦ trial
,basis: ";¦!' ¦;>' : , - v .,.:-aa ': aa aa, •¦ Aa-^A ' A - .y-" - ' - ' ' - '• ;: '- ' '

Within months, it .had become one of the most popular
eating houses in the Winslow area. Bonnie's, named
after Booker's daughter , had become a thriving business
serving not only truck drivers „but also a substantial
number of Colby parents and friends. It was*riot rare to
see a line of people lined up outside waiting to taste
Gla dy 's early morning breakfast and late : afternoon
' - •' ' . ' - , . -.
: <. teas.'
After a coiipleofiyears,Booker hired individuals to run
'
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Continued on pag e 2

Tietenherg to divestment Conf erenc e
from a- "common concern". to "coordinating action - m
the future.
"We did not get together to target certain companies," he said, "but we did establish a foundation
which allows us to have a contact on many New
- ..
England campuses." ;
"We learned more about what's going on at other
schools, but I didn 't see anything that I wanted to add to
Colby 's investment policy," Tientenberg said.
"A number of the schools indicated frustration in
dealing with their trustees," he said pointing out that
the Colby Advisory Committee on Investment
Responsibility, which he chairs, had gotten 21 of 23
recommendations approved by the Colby trustees - a
record which compares very favorably with many other
colleges and universities.
"We don't seem to have the gap between the campus
and the trustees that the other schools do," he added.
Tufts, UMass, Clark ? Smith, Brandeis, MIT, Wellesley,
Trinity, Mount Holyoke, Middlebury, Connecticut
College, Harvard, UVM, Wesleyan, Hampshire College
and Colby participated in the conference.
A nationwide survey of 150 colleges and universities,
including Colby, chosen for their large endowments or
regional importance, was surrunarized at the conference
by Larry Stevens of Harvard University. He released
statistics revealing that 65 percent of the institutions
surveyed had no investment policy based on moral
considerations concerning the South African situation.
Stevens reported that the Northeast had the highest
percentage of schools with a policy of social responsibility, followed by the Pacific region. The Southern
region had the lowest percentage of schools with moral
investment policies, he said.

Representatives from Colby and 15 other New England
colleges and universities discussed criteria and
procedures concerning their social responsibility as
corporate shareholders during a conference held at
Brandeis University last week.
Colby Professor Thomas Tientenberg, who served as
moderator, said that the conference provided an opportunity for various educational institutions to share
information on their programs and policies of investment responsibility in South Africa and other
developing third world countries.
"Sharing information will increase our effectiveness
in dealing with companies," he said, "and we now have
the basis for contact between people on . each campus."
In addition to the South African apartheid siutation,
issues such as nuclear power, pesticide exportation, and
infant-formula sales were discussed.
Representatives at the conference approved a
recommendation to encourage the Investors1 Responsibility Research Center, an agency that provides investment information to educational institutions, to
establish a "clearing house" for details on specific
companies which would make it easier for colleges and
universities to gather information on what action other
schools were taking as stockholders bf a particular
company.
The representatives also agreed to reconvene in late
February or early March, the early proxy season, to
compare notes and information .
Although Tientenberg pointed out that the conference
was not a beginning of collective action between the
various colleges and universities to divest stock in
specific companies, he voiced the possibility of shifting

P oor organi zation p lagued Cherry
,
was contracted.
According to Weiser, no
money was spent on advertising. The publicity for
the concert consisted of
reading 'Cherry - from
Boston.' One person involved in postering admitted never putting his up.
Because the dance was
during the first weeks of
classes, organization was a
problem. Al Paperny, head
of publicity, had not yet
taken over. Mr. • Weiser
handled most of the work
and had to put the dance
together fast.
At a social life committee
meeting held a few days
following the concert, there
also was a small turnout,
the meeting.
8 NEXT TO HAMLIN'S BEVERAGE BARN fe
meeting
the
After
members discussed ' the
concert's problems, atfi
ITALIANS
! tributing the thin crowd to
' r
. ROAST BEEF
fi
\

by Gregory Leeds
On Saturday, September
13th the Student Association
incurred a bill of almost
one thousand dollars, for a
concert which peaked with
a crowd of fifty people.
According to .Sam Weiser,
Director of Social Activities,
the only cost of the concert
was the $600 spent on the
band,
'Cherry .'
Later
Weiser stated more than
$200 was also spent on
catering. Weiser noted .that
'It's your money that's
going into it. '
Several reasons have

been suggested for the poor
turnout. Weiser said, 'It
backfired partly because of
dorm parties.' Other events
scheduled that night included
Dana
Hall's
Pyramid party, a party at
Johnson Hall, one at KDR,
In a ddi t ion , the movie,
MASH ,
was
packed,
One student who went to the
Johnson party said 'it was
too early in the year for a
dance, people were psyched
to socialize . and party. '
Weiser said he didn't know
the other events were
planned until after the band
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• PEPPER STEAK
N.Y! STYLE FRESH DOUGH PIZZA
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'beginning of the . year
problems' such as overburdened bulletin boards
and poor communication.
One member suggested
better
communication
between the Stu-A, dorm
staff and the fraternities.
One student proposed better
coverage for future events
hy the ECHO. 'Admission is
free to almost all Social Life
activities,' pointed out
Weiser, and students should
support events with their
attendance.
Weiser is asking for a
$42,000 budget from the
Student Association for the
year, more than double last
year 's request. Will the
Cherry concert affect the
request? 'No,' . Weiser
declared/You can't , jud ge
social- life by one activity.
One flopped, the rest won't.'
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Founded in 1877, the Colby ECHO is published.weekly,
except during vacations and examination periods by the
students of Colby College. All correspondence should be
addressed to the Editor, Colby' ECHO, Colby College/
Waterville, Maine, 04901. The ECHO is represented by
the college advertising service. Entered as second class
mail at Waterville Maine, 04901. Subscriptions are
available at $7.25 per year l. Nichols, Editor. ;
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Paren ts Weekend .

SPECIAL I^RENTS WEEKEND
BRUNCH . SUry. OCT . 5

Annttal Fall Sale .
¦ . Of Fins

Please make reservations now for
OPEN WED.-SUN. 3P;M.-2A.M.
FOR FAST SERVICE CALL AHEAD

Continued from page 1
Bonnie's and not longer did the cooking although she
retained ownership of the diner. According to Booker,
Bonnie's closed because of the previous managers. "A
group of young men had taken the place over some
while back but they didn 't really know how to run it
properly, " she said and hopes that "someday, someone
will reopen Bonnie's." The next time, says Booker, she
will be more picky and careful about whom she chose*
to run her diner, v .
A chapter has ended and the class of 1984 may never
taste the delight of "good—old Maine country cooking"
as dished out by the Bonnie's crew. But Bonnie 's charm
is gone as well. .
Sunday brunch from 9 to 12 a.m. was the favorite hour
for the Colby crowd. Disheveled, sleepy—eyed students
in groups of two to all of second floor Averill squeezed in
around the ffour tables and dozen stools for a leisurely
breakfast. It had to be leisurely because Bonnie's staff
could not put enough eggs on the grill to_ feed the crowd
all at once. The waitresses grew extremely agile with a
coffee pot reaching around students and climbing over
limbs.
And Colby memorabilia decorated the joint. A hockey
poster ono the milk machine, pictures of birthday
parties and sorority functions tacked up by the cash
register, and a stray mule or ' two added to the
familiarity of the place.
The diner was a mite difficult to find the first time
(over the railroad tracks in Winslow and go about...)
well, just keep going until you see a small house on the
fright) , the service and' cooking made for a popular
(excursion.
The secret to that success, says Booker, "is that a
woman must be doing the cooking and waiting on tables
. . . but men can help out if they want to. "

Joh an n Sebastian B.
Op<m every Friday and Saturday from
6 p.m. on. Choice of 18 entrees , 5
salads , and 2 soups. Complete dinners
including soup and salad from. 5:50 -.
10:50.
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News Briefs
by Duncan Gibson and Alison Jones
Stu-A approved a $1500 matching grant to the Inter
cultural ActivitiesFund at last Monday 's meeting.
The total of $3000, which also includes money from the
college, is to be managed by Peter Jordan, Director of
Intercultural Relations: ;The money will be available for
any appropriate intercultural function. This is the -first
time since 1977 that the Stu-A has given money to the
'f und. ; .. :. " . > .' 77;;.- -7
In. other budgetary news, on .October '6 and 8, final
budget allocations will be made to the 42 clubs on
campus which are funded by Stu-A monies. The
Treasury Committee will be meeting with each club this
week to go over budget requests item by item. The
committee will then make formal recommendations on
the amount to be awarded- each club. According to Jay
Otis, Executive Chairperson of Stu-A, it is a "long,
drawn-out process. Some clubs haven't even submitted
budgets yet."
Stu-A has about $100,000 to allocate this year. The
Social Life committee, chaired by - Sam Weiser, is
requesting the largest amount- a little over $41,000. In
real terms, that figure is about $31,000, since revenue is
v
expected for some events.

The reason for the large request, according to Weiser,
is because different kinds of entertainment are planned.
In addition to music events, lectures, mimes, musicians,
and a hypnotist are planned. Weiser's committee meets
Thursday with the Treasury Committee.
Also this week Cultural Life Chairperson Frank
Wirmusky announced that on Mon. Oct. 13 Colby will
host a production of love scenes from Shakespeare,
performed by a husband - and wife from Oxford
University. In keeping with the spirit of our election
year, two Ronald Reagan films will be held on the 27th
of October. The two films are "Sergeant Murphy" and
"Smashing'the Money Ring".
Social Life chairperson Sam Weiser hoped that
Saturday 's Bluegrass festival at the shell will go well.
Future events also include the Blues Prophets on Friday
October 3, the Stampers on Oct. 17 in a free concert and,
on November 15, the James Cotton Band.
A cider, and cheddar reception for the student body
and the Board of Trustees is being planned for Friday
October 24 by representives Lisa Hallee and Joel Cutler.
The next meeting of Stu-A will be Monday, September
29 at 8 p.m. second floor of Roberts Union. All students
are invited

Colby s Fwulty Residents Provide
more
by Emily Baker
In a effort.to increase
student-faculty interaction
at Colby, faculty members
are living in dorms for the
first time. Currently in
residence are Father Paul
Gotei(Pepper), Rick Bell
and Kathy Bell, ( Taylor ) ,
Rob Weisbrot, tDana), and
Sandy Maisel, (Mary
Low).-.- They are living on
not
campus,
. as
disciplinarians, but rather
to provide an opportunity
for students to become
better acquainted with
faculty members on a
social basis.
Rick Bell, for example,
sees it as an opportunity
for students to have older

'

friends who can provide a
different
perspective,
Sandy Maisel recalls that,
as an undergraduate, his
most valuable learning
experiences
occured
outside the classroom, in
personal interactions With
professors.
The new residents are
enthusiastic about making
the program successful
and feel that their
presence is already increasing the studentfaculty interaction. All of
them encourage students
to feel comfortable about
visiting their apartments .
They share the same goal:
to develop solid friendships and to help students.

None of the four mind the
unpleasant aspects of
dorm life and find eating
meals in the dining halls is
a good way to meet
people.
In addition, each has
ideas for their particular
area of campus. Maisel,
Weisbrot, and Cote all
expressed their hopes for
residential forums. Maisel
is planning them on a
regular basis, with each of
the dorms in his , area
taking turns as weekly
hosts. Weisbrot and Cote
hope to address personal
issues to balance the
political topics.
In addition to forums,
group activities have been
planned. Bell is eager to

take trips with New dorm
residents to both Acadia
and Reed state Parks. He
would also like to organize
a day hike , during the
foliage season.
Sandy
would like to see more
family oriented activities
because the presence of
children creates a mqre
fun filled environment.
The ultimate goal of the
program is to encourage
campus unity. According
to the faculty members, a
successful . program.
However, said Cote, the
program must work as a
two way street. Students
must know that the faculty
members are here and
eager to be involved and
included in campus life.

Associate Dean of Faculty Elizabeth Kiralis' office
has been moved to 308 Eustis. Dean Kiralis is now in
charge of interviewing and writing cover letters for
students applying to law school. In addition, she will
again administer Jan Plan, and registration for the
program may be done directly through her office.
Prof . Harold A. Jacobson, director of Colby's teacher
education program, has been elected president of the
Association of Teacher Educators in Maine.
Previously, Jacobson inaugurated the organization's
first monthly newsletter and speht a year as editor of
the publication.
Jonathan M. Greenspan, a 1980 Colby graduate, has
been selected as the 1980 Province 4 winner of the
Thomas Arkle Clark Award, given annually by the
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity (ATO) to recognize
exceptional scholastic excellence, fraternity and
campus—community leadership and service, and
manly character. During his Colby career, Greenspan
served as a teaching assistant for the Course
"Asia—America: Attitudes & Relationships", and as
sports editor, correspondent, and photographer for the
echo. He was also Public Relations manager for the
hockey team, and a disc jockey for WMHB.
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lN ew woman's clinician
Irgany,
a
. Janet
psychotherapist, will be.
available two days a week
for counseling or, just sound
advice
at
the
Garrison—Foster
Health
Center. She will replace
Carol Houde, Colby's first
woman clinician who left
last spring.
Irgany attended school in
New York City, receiving
degrees from Brooklyn
College and Hunter College.
She remained in New York

\

until her move to Maine five
years ago. . Her husband,
Paul, is an assistant in" the
Art-Music Library at Colby.
Colby.
The
30—year—old
counselor will continue
working at the Kennebec
Mental Health Center in
Waterville and accepted the
part—time position at Colby
because of her interest ' in
college—age students.
"I like working with
people of this age.- They are
going through some major
changes in their lives and I
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enjoy helping them through
that process of change."
"If someone has a big
problem or they just want
to talk" she says, "they can
always call or come over to
the Health ""Center. . I'll > see
students on any basis. They
can come once or as many
times as they want. I'm
also interested if students
want to start any kind of
support group."
"Anything said to any one
here goes no further,", says
Irgany. "Students needn't
worry that their teachers,
parents, or dorm staff will
be informed of anything .
All conversations will be
held in the strictest confidence."

fi
K

Freshmen class more diverse

K
B
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Saturd ay 's Yard Sale in front of Johnson/Unclaimed trunk room articles were
sold for the benefit of the New Coffee House now under construction in the
former Mary Low Dining Hall, (photo by Jason Pelletier)

by Michelle LeBlanc

and
foreign
students ,
signif icantly as well as
including stu dents from 28
states of the union.
In contrast to the zero
black students in the class
of 1983, 13 enrolled this fall.

Th is year 's freshman
class has improved its

v.'..-kv; --,;s ; '-....vi.\.»- .<"--' - '...-.' « ^ :-^av^'/ v; ^-^.v-^i-M-'-s ^^
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minority

percent of the 57 accepted
foreign
and
minority
students enrolled, in contra st with 20 percent of the
65 students 1 last year.
As well as increasing the
population of foreign and
minority
students, 7 the
Admissions
Committee
realized its goal of receiving
more students from private
schools; 34 percent of the
freshman class is composed
of these students. The class
also has a lower percentage
of students from New
England and 69 percent . as
opposed to last /year's 75.6
A . .: ¦ 1.
percent, .
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at Colby and demonstrated
financial need. These were
awarded in honor of Nobel
Prize Winner FJalph J.
Bunche who served the
United Nations for 25 years
and received ah honorary
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Harry
, According
Dean
of
Carroll,
and
Peter
Admissions,
Jordan , Director of Intercultural Activities, this is
due
in
part
to the
development of the Ralph J.
Bunche Scholars Program ,
Ten
scholarships
were
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• Great Looking Hairstyle
• Healthy Manageab le Hair
• Professionable Advice On

In addition there are six degree — from
Colby.
Hispanics , four Oriental and " Dean Carroll also cited a
one Indian student. Den- higher retention rate as a
mark , Chili, Malasia and major factor contributing to
the Phillipines are all s the diversity. Forty-two
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Co-ed fr at bridges social gap
.Colby's first coed fraternity, Alpha Delta Phi is con
'
ducting its first rush this fall.
Originated in response to a perceived student need for
an alternative to the traditional single sex fraternities
and sororities, ADP is concentrating on that difference
in seeking new members.
ADP President Lucv Nichols sees the social system
without ADP as a "polarized system,' with single sex
groups on one extreme and the off campus crowd on
the other. She hopes that her fraternity will appeal to
the group of students who are somewhere in between
,
the two extremes.
By "providing its own' social life rather than relying
on frat parties," Nichols seeks a frat that will be different from any other at Colby.
Rush chairman John Yates noted that the group is
planning a trip to the Medieval Manor in Boston and will
continue to emphasize such unique activities.
Last Thursday a Sixties party was held in Sturtevant
Lounge as a part of the group's rush efforts. A solid
turnout of 30 to 40 students encouraged ADP officers.
Other activities included an open house and a film
festival. Nichols says that at least fifty people have
expressed an interest in ADP.
ADP previously existed at Colby as an all-male
fraternity from 1961 until a lack of interest forced its

closing in 1968. The fraternity left behind roughly

$40,000 which would have reverted to the college if the

chapter was not reinstated by then. The money is tied
up in a building fund and is not readily available.
In its attempt to restore the.charter, the Colby Alumni
Representative of ADP must make a recommendation
to the ADP Board of Governors. Nichols is confident
of that Board's support. The final step for the coed
fraternity will be to receive the approval of the Colby
Board of Trustees.
Once affiliate status is granted to the group, the
founders will be initiated at Bowdoin's ADP house.
After two years, the International will decide whether
or not to grant a charter.
Initiation will consist of a simple ceremony with no
hell week. According to Nichols "the idea of ADP is tp
break down social barriers so we are available to
everyone. We don 't, see hazing to have much of a
purpose. "
The chapter, does not have a house on campus nor
does it want one. Nichols feels that by living all over
campus, members can "get to know more people and
we can break down some social barriers." The
fraternity hopes to have its chapter room in either
Roberts or Runnals Union.

Jan plan fines upped
by Debby Sleeman
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Here's what makes it so special*
A big. toasted,five-inch sesame seed bun.
V
Crisp, iceberg lettuce.
Two farm fresh-slices of ripe tomato.
Fresh, real onion. \- A .
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A ten dollar a day fee has
been implemented this year
for late January Program
registrations.
Jan Plan will be essen;
tially the same this yeair as it was last, with registration
starting on Oct. 6 and extending through Oct. 27.
The only change is the late
fee. Previously, beginning
in December, there was a
five dollar charge with a
fifteen dollar limit; this
year the penalty could run
Aa
as high as $50.
The Jan Plan committee
and , the Treasurer enacted
this measure to try to cut ,
down the number of late
registrations. Last year 170
students registered late and
according to the program 's
director Asst. Dean of
Faculty Elizabeth Kiralis;

"It was getting worse and
last year it was too much. "
The Jan Plan committee is
quite serious about : enforcing this late fee, Kiralis
said, and the only alternative is to get a Dean's
excuse for late registration.
The program descriptions
are :'•'• expected A around
October first and will be
available on the third floor
of Eustis.
Registration
forms will also be available
with the descriptions, and
registration is expected to
begin promptly Monday
morning, Oct, 6.
There will be a few additions to last year 's
selection, , including
a
choreography class conducted by Prof. William
Miller.
Other proposed
additions have yet to be
approved by the Jan Plan
committee.
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Four crunch/ slices of'plcWe.
100% pure beef flame-broiled, not fried,
Zesty catsup and realmayonnaise.
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thing that makes it special. Only Burger King* makes the-Whopper- the
sandwich that's served just the way you Want it. There's a Whopper waiting ¦ ¦
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New major offered:

Go^'t ^ Economics Depts.institut e Public Policy

Government departments have produce a new major ,
Public Policy, offered in conjunction with either an
Economics or Government major.
The v organization for the program Vas first initiated
two years ago when Economics PTof. James Meehan
suggested that a Public Policy course would be appropriate for liberal arts, undergraduate education.
Profs. Thomas Tietenfcerg , Sonya Rose Paul Jenson and
Calvin Mackenzie met once or twee a month to design a
program suitable to Colby's needs. The proposal was
unanimously approved by the faculty last year, and the
freshman class was introduced to the concept at a
Spring tea sponsored by the two departments!
Public Policy is a three year program, beginning in
the sophomore year. Four "method" courses must be
complete prior to senior year, in addition to three
"process" courses drawn from both the government and
economic departments.
According to an interdepartmental memo outlihg the
cours, during the Junior year, each student must
declare a "specific policy issue which will serve as a
focal point for the application of principles and
techniques learned in the method and process courses."
The student and - advisor must then create an acceptable program of study comprised of two courses and
ah internship, incorporating the specific policy issue,

Nalban dian hired
As new Roberts head
by Stephen Riley

but won't comment on
them until they are more
"Getting things under concrete!
way " is how Beverly
The Director of Roberts
Nalbandian describes her Union is a one year adnew job as Director of ministrative
internship
offered to graduating
Roberts Union.
Her main - responsibility, seniors. Applications are
says the 1980 graduate and available in the beginning
fomer Dana Hall Head of the second semester. A
Resident, is to be resume and an interview
"responsible for Roberts with the Deans are also
Union." She also -works required in applying for
with Pat Chassec on the job.
According to Nalbandian,
student activities and
because of the temporary she took the job because
housing in Roberts, she has she wanted "to do the
the duties of a Head things I wasn't able to do
Resident, Her job also in- for Colby" as a student.
cludes being an advisor to
7 . .. She enthusiastically
any organization that needs described her accepting
the internship as "the best
one.' /. .
The only event she is decision I could've made definitely planning is a I love it."
dance marathon dance for : Her main goal is "to see
sometime early in the more excitmeht and ensecond semester or late in thusiasum towards Colby"
Jan plan. She . also states and "to make people see
she has "a lot of ideas" what Colby has to q.fer."

te rv iTle

and senior seminar in public policy analysis.
Co-directors Tietneberg and Mackenzie presented the
follwing objective of the Public Policy Program to the
faculty:
"The aim of this further concentration beyond the major
is to equip students with enough competence in
analytical skills, economic and political theory, the
philosophy of values, and substantive knowledge of
specific policy issues to qualify them for useful and
effective service in problem solving organizations of

4
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by Greg Walsh
Colby . College now requires a "residence hall
agreement" to be signed by all students housed in
college—owned dormitories.
The document lists 23 terms and conditions including
eligibility, assignment policy, room entry, room care,
fire safety, pets, guests, and a reciprocal agreement
between the student and the college.
According to Janice Seitzinger, Dean of Student
Housing, this type of contractual agreement is similar
to those that are considered standard forms at most
other colleges. Seitzinger said that the contract's
purpose is to clearly and concisely restate the rules
and regulations, already written in the Student Handbook and Colby Bulletin so that the student is
"doubly sure" of his responsibilities as a member of the
the dorm community.
The new contract permits the subtraction of the
former $15 dorm damage deposit from the student' s
total cost of tuition. Last year, dorm damage
arnounted to $7950.60, according to school Treasurer
Karl BroekhuiEN. with the average student paying
$6.03. This year, however, source-unidentified damage,
will be assesed, and this amount will be divided among
those that Seitzinger's office feels are responsible or
liable for the damage.
Seitzinger sights two advantages to the agreement
policy
more vandals will be identified by witnesses,
who in return will receive smaller dorm damage bills,

and reaffirmation and a conscious realization - of the
responsibilities of living in a dorm community.
As of yet, there have been no reports of anyone
refusing to sign the contract, though the question of
what to do if this occurs will be addressed at the next
meeting of the Student Affairs Comrhittee.
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who enrolled this year as an indication of its
probable future popularity and success.
"It is still in the first stages of experimentation and
we are constantly getting valuable feedback from the
students," he declared.

Students must sign dorm contracts
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Anticipating only five or six students to enroll in
Public Policy each year, Mackenzie cited the 14 students
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Frosh orientation alcohol p olicy
Defended by Cotter and Smith

The absence of alcoholic beverages at all parties
for .freshmen this vear is in response to "an increase in problems related to alcohol" at Colby,
according to Karl Smith, Dean of Students:
Smith cited the death of freshman David Quill in
an
" alcohol related incident," and an increase in
vandalism as being among the concerns of the
administration last year. "Trashing or vandalism is
almost always alcohol related", said Smith . He
added that "we've got people who are potential
alcoholics" at Colby, "but students tend to turn
their backs on it" in a college environment.
Smi th said " we 're talking about the rule of
reason. We're not talking about prohibition, we're
talking about keeping people from killing each
other. "
"Every frat president has been here to talk about
this ," he said, adding that he thinks "receptivity
has been good."
Dan Sheehy, president of the Inter Fraternity
Council, called the smoker at Zeta Psi "a success."
A number of people came by and showed interest
in the houses." Sheehy says that in "seeing people
in a sober state" the freshmen had a better opportunity to "see the frat houses-^s-they actually
are."
Smith, on the problem of enforcing the rule at
all—campus parties, said "It's going to depend on
people's attitudes." He emphasized that the aim of
the new policy is "those parties at which freshmen
are the primary guests." At all-campus parties,
says Smith, freshmen will be "doing it on their
own" rather than being encouraged to drink.

Has pro hibit ion
Come to Colby?

¦
i

by Debbie Fanton
Although it began in the typical frat spirit
"Come to Phi Delta to meet the brothers who are
legends in their own minds",, the poster on Robert's
bulletin board ended with a new twist. "Sample our
open bar, which features such famous drinks as
unscrewdrivers, none and coke, sea breezeless and
Shirley Temples weeee!"- Was it a joke? Or had
prohibition hit Colby sixty years too late? Would
Friday nightsjiow find rowdy Deke's playing "coke
pong" or awesome KDR's bravely downing six
packs of mountain dew? What possible phenomena
could explain the astonishing transformation of Phi
Belt's ever-famous Thursday night drinking club
into Phi Delt's Thursday night soda pop club? While many Colby students reacted to the hew
alcohol policy concerning freshmen with a sense of
humor, President Cotter considered the situation
and the new policy as very serious matters.
This year, for the first time, during freshman
orientation the pub was' ordered closed and all
fraternity parties given during orientation or any
parties given during the school year exclusively for
freshman were to be dry. According to President
Cotter the new policy has several benefits : "The
policy may give a different impression. Having
freshman arrive on campus and immediately
percieve the message we're giving through our
social institutions as being that a party at Colby
means alcohol and. that that's the only type of party
there is, is conveying a mis-impression. And it may
skew their own opinions as they mature. We don't
want to he in this position- We want a policy where
there is the opportunity for mature people to learn
to enjoy alcohol in moderation. "
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# Referendum

The referendiim will allow
Maine " yankee td^ncohKnue
operating indifinitely. Roby
says that the Waterville
Area Nuclear Referendum
Committee will? continue^ to
work " for a . nuclear free
Maine by fighting Central
Maine Power's proposed
rate increase and "to make
our legislators aware that
we want money spent on
alternatives."

years, instead of how - they
would have voted to close
the plant, It served its
purpose in . that it educated
; -*
a lot df people."
Bell agreed with Sweeney
that student impact was
negligible.
"I don't think that
students have much effect
on the thing at all when you
think of the total number of
students in Maine, " he said

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
MBA P ROGR AM
An Admission s Rep resentative from Harvard Graduate 'School of Business Administratio n
will be on campus
FRIDAY , OCTOBER 3
to meet with students interested in
the two-year MBA Program
Contact the
Career Planning arid Placement Center

V

" for more details and to sign up for
an information session.
. Harvard Business School is committed to
the principle of equal educational opportunity . .
and evaluates candidates without regard to
race ; sex, creed, national origin or handicap .
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"The policy of lion-alcoholic parties, though, will
not be extended to the I.F.C. pfartles during the
year.Wherever there is a mixture of upperclassmen
and freshmen, the old rules will be put back in
practice. Cotter added that "as before , it is the
responsibility of those holding the parties to police
the age and to be sure there is an alternate
beverage available. "
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Cotter did say'that although he did -not have any
long-term plans to police, the entire system, he
wanted "more of the people responsible for the
dispensing of alcohol to be conscious of what the
problems are, what the rules are, and to work with
us to -establish a system which is mutually acceptable."
* Cotter added that the administration hoped to
establish a student affairs committee as a permanent body where all questions concerning alcohol
issues could be directed.
- Cotter also said that he was aware that freshman
still obtained alcohol at parties, yet he did not
consider his policy a failure. "Different messages
are being given. Primajrily we are trying to abide
by the law. The second message is that it is possible
to have a good social life at Colby without becoming
embroiled in drinking."
To the question of whether or not he thought
Colby had a major problem with alcohol usage and
abuse, Cotter responded with an emphatic,"Yes, it's
a great danger for students to be immersed-in
alcohol, when they 're sometimes not mature enough
to understand just how dangerous this can be. It
seems to me that there needs to be more education
about what the dangers are and, more than that,
there's got to be an atmosphere of responsibility on
the campus, which means you can take it or leave
it.. There should be other things on campus...other
kinds of social outlets."
Zeta Psi 's president, Greg Pomeroy, though, did
not share President Cotter's opinion. Although he
agreed with President Cotter that alternate, nonalcohol social events were a good idea for freshman, he did not think that.Colby had any major
alcohol problem fo begin with.
Pomeroy went on to say that he thought Cotter's
view of alcohol usage at Colby and in turn his new
policy might be a result of the pressure Cotter
recieved from complaints from a number of freshman parents.
Yet Pomeroy continued by saying that these
complaints only represented a small minority of
students and that there were also complaints from
freshman parents concerning other aspects of the
college which Cotter had not seemed to have
reacted to as strongly.
Greg -went on to say that overall the idea behind
Cotter 's policy was a good one. Yet he felt that the
way the policy, was executed was unfair. "With this
policy you almost have a social strangulation of the
frats...with the system the way ' it is, what is there
to say to get Joe freshman over to Zeta Psi for a
party, when he could stay and have a party in his
dorm and drink to his heart's content.
Pomeroy also added that he resented the fact that
"as a fraternity president, I was not asked how I felt
or how Zeta Psi would reflect this kind of attitude. I
think being told this, this and this without being
giv en a chance to discuss it was unfair."
Finally, how did the freshman react to arriving at
Colby and finding it dry? The general reaction was
one of indifference. One freshman girl had this to
say about the situation, "It made us feel foolish.
Here we are in college and we're treated like
children. We're not even given the chance to choose
for ourselves, But overall it really hastft made that
much difference.I'm still having a good time. "

continued fr om " page 1
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Bluegrass Festival:

Pickm' Away on Saturday
by Sue Miller

"Put down your Jj ooks,
and come on down and
party!" That' s what Social
Life
Chairperson
Sam
Weiser says of Colby 's First
Annual Bluegrass Festival,
going oh this weekend in the
shell:
Saturday
afterno on :
promises to be no ordinary
concert ; instead, a , new
flavor is added with a

unique style, of music.
Bluegrass is played by
acoustic,
stringed
instruments, such as banjo,
fiddle, guitar, mandolin,
and bass fiddle, and ' is
definitely
"upbeat,"
"crazy" music.
The idea for this festival
originated with another
Social Life
Committee
member, Bill Bowers. He
has ; been to many wellknown bluegrass festivals in

New England and has
wanted to bring one to
Colby because they are such
crazy times, and because he
has seen people enjoy
themselves as much as at
others. ' Once you hear the
music your feet don't stop!"
The music is free, lasts
for over four hours, and will
be provided by three of the
finest bluegrass bands to be
found , in New England. The
scheduling is arranged so

that the Festival will not
conflict with the football
game.
At 12:30 White Mountain
Bluegrass, a well known
New Hampshire band, will
gear up the party for an
hour. Around 2:00 P.M. White Mountain Bluegrass
Fred Pike and his band will will come back for a last set
of hot licks and dancing
keep the songs coming.
Bob and Grace French tunes.
There will be no refreshand . the Rainbow Valley
ments
Folks
will
do their
., served (no bottles
picking next, and finally please!), but Bill • says,

Seniors Present Arsenic and Old Lace
¦' - "
.

by Lisa D. Smith

while he endeavors to keep the family secrets from his
fiance, Elaine. Various police officers, clergy, and
friends traipse through the Brewster residence , adding
excitement and shortening Mortimer's life expectency .
Add another crazy Brewster, a basement cemetary,
and a body ih a window seat, and you've stumbled onto
the plot of "Arsenic and Old Lace. "
Laurelllie—Suesanne Jacobs and Kathy Gallop admirably tackle the insanely funny parts of Martha and
Abby- Brewster, while Clay Hutchison is ..a properly
harried but forceful Mortimer. Mark d'Entremont
menaces us delightfully as Jonathan. Dave Worster
provides comic relief as Teddy Brewster.
The show promises to be a well-done and hilarious
addition to upperclassmen parent's weekend. Don't miss
it.

The first play of the season is nearly ready for
production. Joseph Kesselring's "Arsenic and Old
Theater October 2-^1
Lace" will be presented in Strider
. - ¦¦' " - ' ¦. ' .
at' 8' p.m. '
John Foster directs this zany murder - comedy about
the old Misses Brewste r who try to eleviate loneliness
in men by poisoning them with elderberry wine and
enterring them in their basement. Their death tally is
twelver
Complications arise when nephew Jonatha n arrives,
fresh out of prison. His scorecard of death is also
twelve. Rivalry emerges, and dead bodies abound .
Mortimer Brewster, Jonathan's brother, tries
valiantly to stop his aunts from poisoning anybody else,

BLUEGRASS FEST IVA L
in the Shell
12- 6 p.m.

Fri. " Oct. 3

BLUES PROPHETS
dan ce in Foss

Fri. Oct. 17
¦ ..:'. "
¦

THE StOiy.PERS

FREE dance concert

¦ '-

' : :jv |h;.'tli e '' gym] 7 •
:

Fri ;' Oc t. 31 ;• MAX MAVEN ,
3 a \ . '•' , : ;^ ' • ;-?. . ¦?¦ .' - :: r-jn ";- the, pub

9 p.m .
psychi c
8 :30 p.m.

Ban ds Intow n

SIliVER ST , TAVERN TrjE CHEZ
24-25, Cur t Bessette I 2 - 5 ' Dtigs
26r27

Ar thurWebs ^

28:30

Glenn Jcnks

24-25 ; Dir now & Carr

L&J RAILWAY
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conclude with a tribute
to the Grand Ole Opry.
At 3:30 Saturday afternoon, the USAF Wind
Quintet will give a
special performance and
workshop in the band
room of Bixler.. Both
the woodwind session
and the concert are free,
but tickets for Sat. night
are going fast. A full
house is expected for this
performance, so for a
guaranteed seat just ask
for a free ticket at either
the Music or the Band
Office.

The Colby Band is
proud to sponsor an
exciting cultural experience this Saturday
night at 8:00. The United
States Air Force Band
and Singing Sergeants,
under the direction of
Colonel
Arnold
D.
Gabriel, will perform a
free concert in Wadsworth Gymnasium.
The Repertoire of the
Air Force Band includes,
Romeo and Juliet " and
a selection of marches .
After intermission , the
Singing Sergeants will

attempting to get to know his father after many
wasted years. The second show, Room at the Top,
starring Lawrence Harvey, is an exce llent stu dy of
ambition.
The final films for the semester will be presented
on Nov. 1 with a double feature of Elia Kazan's On
the Waterfront, starring Marlon Brando, Eva-mane
Saint, and Rod Steiger, along with Peter Brooks's
faithful adaptation of the William Golding ¦novel
Lord of the Flies.
.'
All the films will be shown at 7 p.m., and admission is FREE 1 .If anyone wants to get involved
with Film Direction, or just h elp out on th ose
Satur day nights , get in touch with Rob Todd at Box
1616. Help Film Direction have a successful year.

by Scott R. Sophos

9 p.m.

1

USAF BAND COMES TO COLBY

Film direction fi ghts back

SOCIAL LIFE CALENDAR
Sat. Sept. 27

'dancing 's powered by
hops!' So bring your party
supplies and get outside by
coming down to the
Bluegrass Festival at the
shell this Saturday.

¦

As everyone knows, most of the feature films on
the Colby campus are brought to you through the
auspicies of Stu-A Films. What most people don 't
know , however, is that t here is anot her , sma ller
organization dedicated to bringing fine films up to
the hill. That organization is Film Direction, and it
has always lived under the shadow of the larger
organization. This year, one person on Fum
Direct ion , Rob Todd, intends to do his best to
change all that.
Last year , Film Direction was not too successful
financially . They showed mostly obscure foreign
films and documentaries, and a total of sixteen
people attended the screenings last semester.
This semester, Film Direction has forsaken
foreign films in an attempt to blend artistic quality
with commercial appeal, Many of the films were
art ist ic and commerc ial success es w hen first
released, but are now rarely seen, even on the tube.
They will be shown on five different Saturday
nights during the semester, beginning this Saturday
with a comedy double feature.
At 7:30 The Mouse That Roared, starring the late
Peter Sellers, will be shown. This film is about a
small country that declares war on the U.S. so that
they can get financial aid when they lose. Complications arise, however, when they win ! The
second feature stars Rod Steiger and is the film
version of Kurt Vonnegut's Happy Birthday, Wanda
- June.
On Saturday, October 4, the film version of James
Joyce 's Ulysses starring Mild O'Shea, will be
shown. This film is a must for all English majors.
Another double feature is scheduled on Oct, 11
First ; is Mickey One, a subjective study -of ^
paranoia which depicts Wa rren Beatty as a
nightclub singer who isn 't sure whether or not he is
being followed. On the same bill is Billy Liar, one
of the best films of the sixties, starring Tom
Courtney and the lovely Julie Christie. Billy Liar is
a surreal comedy about a lonely young man who
" ¦ ¦ . , ¦'
retreats into his own fantasy world.
25.,
with
somber
on
Oct.
Things get a bit more
Gene Hackman and Melvyn Douglas in I Newer
Sanfi For My Father , o story of a middle aged man

Movie Clock
October 2
Lovej oy 100

September 25

COLBY
, 26-28
27
27
1

COLLEGE

HEAVEN CAN WAIT
7 & 9:30 p.m.
starring Warren Beatty , Julie Christie, and
^James Mason
$1.
THE MOUSE THAT ROARED
7:30 p.m.
starring Peter Sellers
FREE
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, WANDA JUNE 9:30 p.m.
by Knit Vonnegut
FREE
THE KING AND I
9:30 p.m.
starrlnfij Yul Brynner nnd Deborah Ken $1.

RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMA

*

25 - 1' • . THE MAD MAGICIAN'
7 & 9:30 p.m.
starring Vincent Price, Eva Gnbor
$2.50
. .- A classic 3-D thriller!
2 - 5 ' THE LAST WALTZ
7 & 9:30 p.m.
The Band's final conceit!
$2.50
. . .
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HISTORY

P SYCH OL OGY

Assistant Professor

Geology- David Westermah•Westerman ^vill be at
first
semester
Colby
replacing Don Allen who is
•on leave. Westerman is

Thomas Pierson- Instructor
Pierson is replacing Lee Asian history scholar, he is
Feigon who will be teaching a Ph.D. candidate at the .
in Peking this year. An East University of Wisconsin.

History- Joel BernardAssistant Professor
Bernard comes to Colby
from Yale where he has
been working on his
dissertation focusing on
American cultural history.
He will share the position
with his wife, Jane Hunter,
who will teach second
semester

'
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O'Brien , once a counselor
in the Mass. Dept. of Mental
Health , wrote a dissertation
from Temple concentrating
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on the development of
logical thinking in children
and adolescents. '
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Psychology - David O'Brien Assista ntPrcf essor "~

Physics - Murra y Camp¦ • " •" '
bell- Assistant
.
Campbell comes to Colby v .
from University of Arizona
where
he
was
an
Astronomer and Research
Associate at the Steward
Observatory. •

.

Jane Hunter- Assistant
Professor
A Ph.D. candidate at
Yale, her specialty is
History- Robert Weisbrot- American cultural and
Instnictor
intellectual history of the
Weisbrot taught black late , 19th and 20th centuries.

President , of the Maine
Geological Society and has
directed many geological
field research projects.

NATURAL SCIENC E

History and American
political history at Harvard.
He recefftly finished his
Ph.D. dissertation
at
Harvard on Father Divine,
the black civil rights leader.
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GOVERNME NT

PHILO SOPHY

Government- Talbott .Huey- the Chinese Government
Lecturer . :,
and the Politics of the
A former '
Foreign ¦ , Revolution in Southeast
Service Informat ion O ff icer, . ¦¦• ¦' Asia.
Huey will teach courses on

i.

1968- 71 he was a member of
the Peace Corps , in
Thailand and is currently a
Ph.D. candidate • at the
University of Pennsylvania.

PhilosophyBenjamin
Elman- Ziskind Lecturer in
East Asian Studies
Elman has studied in
Taiwan and Japan. From
¦
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SOCIAL
SCIENCE

ENGLISH
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Diane , Sadoff- ' Assistant
Pro fessor Sadoff is on
leave from Antioch College
where she coordinates , the
Women 's Study Program ';
Hor interests Include Victorlah poetry and fiction . ;

'
:
English - Timothy
Hunt
' •
•
•;• ¦
" ¦ ¦ ¦ ;¦ •
, •
A Ph.D. candidate at th e. . ¦ - . . ¦ ¦. ¦ ¦ -——
/**
:. • - ' ¦
„ ,;
University of Wisconsin , Assistant Profe ssor
study The Crooked Road:
'.
Hunt has pub lished poems Developmen t of Kcrouac 's
Christiansen is, currentlyV
¦working on a book con- and has written man y ar- Fiction will be published
<
cerning the economic costs "Clfii . on contemporary this year.
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Careh
Administration- .
Craridell- Admissions
Office
v
During thc5 ,first - semester ,
Crandel V pi s 1980 Colby
graduate , \y;ill A be' ¦": an inher
tepylewer. ihXth eAdmissions
Office; ;;^u^lr(ig ;•
A ' under Bfadpte W career , ; >x1 she |
served ';'-"'lis a tour ^ guide arid I
, office alde;i nV^rnissionis: § I
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American
School
in
Germany ,

¦

David Mills- Lecturer
, A 1957 Colby graduate d
Mills has written and acted
in oyer
125
English
language
versions
of
Euro peariiilms. He recently
dire cted an off-Broadway
'¦ play.. .;r '- . v-V .- ;- ':. • ¦;- , _ ;
J. X

Social Sciences- Econom ics
Todd Behr- Instructor
Behr will replac e Bob
Christiansen f or one year
while he is teachin g in
Milawi , Afr ica, Behr has
been an instructor at L eh igh
where he is a Ph.D. candidate.
Gregory

Lieben taugh t at SUNY-,
^
Albany
where she is a Ph .D,
candid ate and at the
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L ANGUAGE S
Sara Mehlhop- Lecturer—
Japanese
A Ph.D: candidate at the . . .
University of Chicago, :
";

Sara . Mehlhop - Strong-;
Lecturer - Japanese
A Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Chicago,
Strong has taught English
at Tokyo and Kyoto. She is
also an Assistant - in
Japanese at Bates College.

Janis Krugh- Instructor - .
Spanish
A Ph.D. candidate at the
¦ ' . . University
of Pittsburgh,
.
Krugh specializes in Latin
American Literature. She 7
has also studied French
literature.

Modern Languages- Alain of French
FYesco - Assistant Professor

1
1

.

Frederico

A native of the Dominican
Republic, Mr. Perez-Pineda
has taught at Susquehanna
and Bucknell universities

fi

1
1
I

A native of Cairo, Egypt, University on Camaraleye,
Fresco recently completed . a French African novelist.
his dissertation at Indiana
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SOCIOL OGY
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,
.A
Bernard
McGraneAssistant Professor
' McGrahe 's specially is '
Sociological Histor y and he
has written about the archaeology of anthro pology from the Renaissance to
modern times.
¦ .;¦
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last year. His interests
include Latin American
Literature.

¦ ¦-
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Perez-Pineda- Assistant Prof. of Spanish

~ _

"

Mathematics - Marcel at Bell La'bs.
Flamm - Lecturer
Geoffrey Kiralis- Instructor
A part-time lecturer, > , A Ph.D. candidate at
Flamm will teach calculus 7 Cornell, Kiralis will teach
duhng sthe iirst semester, ? Calculus
and
Linear
He has been a Programmer Algebra at Colby

ART

HUMANITIE S
Humanities
- Classics ;
Julia Budenz - Taylor
Lecturer
>
Budenz ,
a
widely
published poet, is interested
in the myth and ritual in
.._ poetry. She studied classics
and comparativ e literature
at Catholic University and
,
Harvard *
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Art - Claud ia Kraehling Instructor
.. A ; 1974 Cblbj ^gra duate , recently was a tour-guide at
. Kraehlin g has Uiught a Jan the Walker Art Center
in
¦•
Plan in Batik ; &t; Colby. She Minneapolis.
*,.. ¦ •
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New offense works: Mules 2-0
Field

±
• Hockey r$
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by Don McMillan
Coach Debbie Pluck's
aggressive
squad
scored victories in their
first two games of the
season. The opening
game was won by a 7-0
score
over
The
University of Maine at
Farm in gt on , the second
by a much more difficult . 2-1 margin over
Wheaton College. The
two games, both played
at Colby, saw the Mules
combine an effective ,
five-forward
all-out,
offense with solid
defensive play.
Against UMF last
Thursday, Colby clearly
dominated their foes
with twenty-three shots
oh goal against Farmington's zero. Katie
Leighton, Sandy Lang,
and Leah Maher each
knocked in two tallies,
while Letty Roberts
scored the other goal.
Colby was in the UMF
scoring circle thirtythree times while
allowing UMF only one
chance in the Mule 's
circle. The superior
speed, stickwork, and
organization of Colby
proved to be overpowering in the victory .
The Wheaton game on
Saturday, was a much
closer contest. Colby
got off to a great start
with an excellent first
half in which Roberts
and Lang had goals.
The Wheaton defense

Coming Through!

Katie Leighton brings the ball up ih a game against the Univ. of Maine
at Farmington last week. The sophomore had¦ two goals as the Mules
'
romped , 7-0. (Photo by Don Gallo) ; " ¦ .

was no matach for the
home team's front line,
and the score would
have been much worse
if not for the splendid
playing of the Wheaton

goalie.
In the second half
Wheaton got one back
on a Jane Bezer goal
which was assisted by
Helen Hare. Bezer, one

of the top players in theEast, was the first
player to. put one post
Mule captain and goalie
Sara Bunnell in two
regular seasons and

five pre-seaspn matches.
Whesiton continued to
threaten after their
score and continually
had possession of the

ball in the Colby half of
the field. But links
Sheila - Ryan,-; Chris
Hood; ' and; Diarie
Peterec held off
to several
protect
scoring^ bids
the lead. Leah Maher
then put the game away
with-' a goal " off a
penalty corner . with
about five minutes left
on the clock:
After the: win Pluck
pr aised' the links for
"playing the major role
iii the , gamei". She also;
mentioned
the fact that
Colby ¦outshot their foes
twenty-two to nine, arid
had ; fourteen penalty
corners to Wheaton's
nine.
"I'm very optimistic
about playing Bates
and MIT next week",
Pluck also said. "Bates
away should be an
especially challenging
contest. "
The B team also won
their first two. With
top
last
season's
scorers Emily BatJoanna
chelder,
Hughes, and Ellen
Mclntire leading the
way, coach Pat Hicksori
looks for a season as
successful as 1979's 6-1
campaign.
Maureen
Betro
and
Karen
Maulkus scored the
goals as the ; young
squad beat Thomas
College's team 2-0 last
Tuesday." In beating
•UMF 4-0 on Thursday,
Batchelder scdrecr a
pair, and Hughes and
Jennifer Swanson had
one each. Goaltender
Jennifer Cleary looked
"very impressive 'during
her ; two shutout
performances.

Missed cha nces: 2-1 Loss
^' '^ '/ •iy*' . *\'$w?>\
I
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Knight,
"We got the
had strong overall talent
lot . because we had
first goal and if we had
— they didn't depend on
practiced to play on a
any one player." A
j scored again we would
big field. "
have won right there. "
Wheaton came alive ih
\
Wheaton s winning goal
i vi K/*( " *¦& ,* 4 * p f p Ai **
Co—captain
Pam
the second half , scoring scored on' a freak play
* Woods tallied Colby's
the equalizing goal five according
goalie
to
only goal ten minutes
by Arthur Jackson
minutes into play and Becknell, i
into the game. Woods
frequently, pinning the
W heaton play er threw
Talent and strategy
blasted a corner kick
Mules in their defensive the"Aball
into play and it
help a soccer team play
towards the net that hit a . zone.
deflected
off
of our girls
well, but the deciding
Wheaton player and
trouble into the net"one
"We , had
said
the Mule
factor in every garne is
deflected in.
getting the ball over netminder.
how many goals a team
"After the long bus
mldfield," said Colby
Even' though Wheaton
scores. Womens' soccer
ride to Wheaton the team
goalie Jeffra Becknell,
did
score two - goals
had
frequent , opwas really psyched,"
"We would kick the ball Knight thought Colby 's
portunities to score last
said Woods. "Then we
;upfleld but Wheaton 's defense played well.
- 7
against
Saturday
had the advantage of the
fullbacks would kick the
"All
four
starting
Wheaton College, but the
wind blowing with us and
ball right back. \Ve had fulbacks , co-captain Karen
we dominated the first
Mules couldn't finish off
spurts
where
.we Cowles, Staccy Dryer, Mary ,
half. We had chances
their plays and dropped
dominated but the ball Glenn and Mary Kennedy
but we couldn 't score
their first game of the
go in, "
looked expellent," praised
¦wouldn't
more
than
one
goal.
season 2—1.
"
"Wheaton
had a very Knight.! / "Goalie
¦
Jeffra
goalie
VWe should have won
"Wheaton's
small field and that hurt Becknell a lso ma de some
well," said
the game in the first ¦ played
>," said #r|ightt . "The difficult saves,V. . •i.vv 1
^
half,!' said coach .Steve. -Knight. . ,, .'IWhea.ton , also >-MWMvit ,Qf JtyMnds,|
*-
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"I think the game will .
help us in two ways,'''
continued Knight. "The;
freshmen" nbW have
played in a college game
which Is very : different >; . ,

than a high school,one.
Second, we know how '
that we hqvo to win ,the
game 'when tye have the '
chance. We con 't, waste
,
«ir »^rt M«ltt«,! ; i i;;y , v.'.;
1

and we played right into it. We used the wings outside
much better and with much more success during the
c>
pre—season."
:——.
u:—I—,
«—.—,—;—i
Serdjenian 's post-game comments reflected some
disappointment, but it wasn't of the "there-goes-the. ' • "' • ' . by Steven Nicholas
season" nature. It was more of a- "we-should-havewon-that:one" disappointment, coupled with a
we'll get-'em-next-time" optimism.
A funny thing happened on the way to Lewiston. The
men 's varsity soccer team——which , had tallied an
"We didn 't pfay intelligent offense , but I was pleased .
with the defense. They played very well," praised the
impressive eleven times in two pre—season contests—-lacked that vital : goal—scoring knack, the '
Mule coach.
Indeed they did. Fullback Dan Matlack and Terp
"magic". As a result, the sixth—ranked Bates Bobcats
came away, with a slim but significant 1—0 victory in a . were poised and consistent. Stopper Pat Fortin turned
hard--fought, defensive opener last Friday afternoon.
back Bates' offensive rushes with such regularity and
such success that it was outright intimidating. And
"I told the guys before the game that I couldn't
sweeper Josh Burns was strong.
foresee us being shutout this season," commented
coach Mark Serdjenian after the loss. "I guess my
The stellar defensive performance was reflected in
foresight was a little blurry. "
.
Bates' shots-on-goal total of twelve. The Mules ofThat it was. Serdjenian's prophecy was, however, by
fensive showing was similarly reflected in their total of
no means without a foundation. The Mules' offense
twenty-two shots.
had walked all over both of its pre—season opponents,
The difference was that one Bates bid had the magic.
and showed early signs of doing the same against the
Bobcats.
The game began with both teams exhibiting excellent
Mides Drop Number Two
passing games, which, in turn , produced excellent ofmagic
just
fensive opportunities. But for .Colby, the
The men's varsity soccer team suffered
wasn't there. Left wing Howie Emmons had an early
,
but
eighteen-yard
line
their
second straight one-goal defeat last
volley shot from the center of the
scoring
premier
Cbn:aptain
and
high.
was
the shot .
night , this time a 3-2 setback at the hands
threat Tom Betro had a couple of chances in the opening
of arch -rival Bowdoin.
moments, including one from in close on the right side,
„ Coach Mark Serdj enian said before
but his drive was right at Batesl goalie Bob Hodes.
the game that he was expecting another
At 8:05 of the, first half , the Bobcats' cashed in oh
close defensive battle, and that it was.
some sharp passing and a little assistance from LadyHowie Emmons and Tom Betro
goal
of the
Luck, scoring what proved to be the only
scored
the Colby goals. Dick Muther
snuck
behind
the
Mule
Lugle
game. Bates' Mike
defense and lihemate Alex Strunc hit him with a
was stopped cold by the Polar Bear
perfectly timed through pass, leaving a ' one-on-one
goalie on a penalty kick in the second
confrontation between Lugli and Colby netminder Bill
half of play.
Moorman. Moorman challenged well, cutting down the
• The "B" team won their contest
angle arid forcing a near-perfect shot from Lugli. He
2-1, on goals by Pete Scheetz and
got it. The ball slithered past . Moorman toward the
Eric Van Gestle,
opposite post, hit the post, came all . the way across the
______
goal line, and it was 1-0 Bates.
Forced into playing catch-up soccer, the Mule offense
responded well; producing more good oportunitifes and
dominating for a good portion of the remaining
minutes of the first half. But the magic wasn't
there. ?*ie Mules had another chance inside the Bates
penalty area, on an ¦*. infrect kick following an obstruction call. Dick Muther tapped it to Betro, who
drilled one lust over the top right corner.
Meanwhile the Bobcats, whom Serdjenian called "a
much improved team "refused to settle back into the
defensive game, and twice came frighteningly close to
A corner kick from the right side squirmed through a
horde of Colby defenders ih front of the net, and right to
the Bates right winger. He rifled it toward the top right
corner, and the shot would have scored, had it not been
for , freshman Doug Terp. The rookie fullback ,
who was closely guarding that ngnt post on the corner
kick; sacrificed a %bump on the back of his head to steer
•
the ball out of the danger zone.
' The Bates goalie was injured in the waning moments
of the first half, but the Mules couldn't put one past the
second stringer either. The magic was fatally absent,
arid the ,half ended in much the same way it began,
with another hard Betro shot skipping just wide of the
Bobcat cage. The Mules' -second , offensive unit
provided some offensive excitement in the second half.
Center Mark Schafer had a sliding bid that ignited the
small-but audible Colby contingent; And on a similar
play, w inger Gordon Marshall narrowlv lost a race to
the boll with replacement goalie John Sloan:
, Near the end of the game, Terp, streaking down the
left side lofted a nice chip !over;a crowd andJntb
Sloan's hands. The Bates goalie droppied the ball, and
just two feet
for a few seconds it remained untouched
¦
UPPER COLLEGE AVENUE tiETWEEN WATERV ILLE AND
from the goal i :line, but neither Jamie Towne nor
Schafer could bang it home.rAs was the case tliroughON ROUTE U.S. 201 .
r " FAIRFIELD
but
hot
present,
was
'
""
"
out-the game, the offensive spark
'
¦
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"We pushed the.ball ,up4he middle too'rrtucH-'v explained Serdj enian. , "Bates is strohgiqwi tfefctislyeiy
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Just Passing Thru...
Sophomore Kelly Dodge finished
second with a time or 28:20
in last week's meet (Don . Gallo photo)

Mules are
in Stridfe
pack of runners in the top
fifteen with eleventh place
Men's
John Palmer and freshmen
^ Tom Birol and Bruce
*Cross coun try *
Nicholson who finished
twelfth ,: and fourteenth
by Nathaniel Bisson
respectively..__, All three
runners finished within
The men 's cross country forty—five seconds of each
team opened its 1980 season other;;/;
last Saturday with a
Good performances were
resounding victory over also turned in by Colby
four Maine teams. ; The runners Joe Mulligan and
visitors, U.M. at Fort Kent, Ron . Krevat, who both
U.M. at Presque * Isle, finished in the upper half of
Unity College, and .. Maine the field. The pairing of the
Maritime Academy could runners
that
Colby
not compete with Colby's displayed is strategically
superior depth, as the Mules important, for it provides
defeated^ each;j tlE«m ';by >a the :runners :with an added
margin S'^t ^leastJ: thirty psychological: ;stimulus to
points:;7Vindicative of:the run"w^l.7;;7t^v;*' 7;; .
team 's,' depth!^ aft: is, the fact .;Coach • Wescott described
that .Colby took each: of the Saturday 's race as "ah easy
top fdur;i ;atid :;eight »of .{the anhualprac^ 'JTthat lets the
top twelve positibhS.c;^ ; 7 teani getftyarmed lip,
and
••The pairing of the Cqlby gave us '-a^qhance to get
runners . was yery good, accufetohiedft ,tb •'.¦'• the new
especially 'amonft our top cdursev ; This way we will be
nine;j flnlshers/^said
Coach familiar; with it when we
1
Jim'^escot^ 'v;:;-;;' -: ' ; . '&. 3A 3 host the NESCAC's in Oct :;•¦<
Colbj ^^twaa;,' ' :¦. ;.led^< :'iby '; /The NESCAC's will be the
sophomores Todd Coffin and highlight of the season , and
Kelly; !D^gjeyj- who (litiished}\ it ; is ;;hbped ; athat captains
f irst ahd ! _«c6^
Phii ^ jfioiigh:. : and-; Bill
mile ¦; timeslfdf ¦ 20?O9 ^^iid £¦ McCully
will have7:^com28:20;' ^a^ttY^lj^^^thlrd; pletely;;: overcome, their
and, ; fourtli ovwaHS were ; injur ies by then. ;
:;
^
Colby 1.-; ri: runners
^$-$611 The teaniv travels to
Moynihan and Greg Hahcox Franklin v- Park in Boston
_.5:!;:ahd thi s ; weekend \ for
wlttiT; times^of ii29;
a
29:30.-.;, A Mope ' ¦ ¦..;, excellent ^ tria ngular, meet with Tufts
pairing came fromv Colby's andij Control Connecticut.
Duhcati Whitney , and ;i Tom Colby Km split with Tufts
Aherh ; \ylio finished in the the ;past ¦twp< years^; with
seventh and.eighth positions Colby;¦.' ! winhinjg last, ' year;
with . ^ii)r.eB: ,df 'Jk 3d{23.V} and and;they- expecti to do some
compeUtivft racing¦ th6i:to* oh
¦:, Colby hleW ^t ^other ^m^A33^3^>^
ff
*.„
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Full lin e of
Seaf ood and Steak
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Mules lose
open er , 13-0
for a total of 113 yards.
Colby had a total of 69
offensive plays for 191 total
net yards while the Cardinals had 60 plays for
only 164 yards.
Looking
at ~ those
statistics, the Mules can
probably sympathise with
Richard Todd , of the N.Y
Jets *who completed 42 of
59 pass attempts for 447
yards . and three touchdowns and still found
himself on the losing side.
"What
really
hurt ,"
added Kopp, "was. the
yards-lost statistics and
the number , of
unnecessary penalties. We
lost a total of 101 yards on
the ground ana gave up six
penalties for 65 yards. But
I don't want to take
anything
away
from
Wesleyan, they played a
good solid game."
Both Wesleyan's scoring
drives came in the second
quarter.
The first TD
coming at 6:44 of the
period
when
Massie
crashed over the Mule
goal line oh a six-yard run.
The two'point conversion
failed , leaving the score 60.
Two
drives
later ,

l^'fcFobjKM'^i
^
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by David Strage
Despite
losing
their
opening game of the 1980
season, football coach Tom
Kopp and his White Mules
were not displeased with
last Saturday's 13-0 loss to
Wesleyan in Middletown,
Conn..
"Yes, we were disappointed ," said Kopp, "but
not discouraged. We did
not have a- poor performance.
The defense
played welhand held up to
a lot of pressure and the
offense,
although
somewhat
inconsistent,
demonstrated some very
positive aspects."
Game statistics support
Kopp's statement more
than adequately.
The
defense , spearheaded as
always by linebackers
Bruce Stokes and Harry
Hadiaris held Wesleyan to
a mere 18 yards in the air
while a combination of
Tom Cone, Dan Bowman
and Paul Belanger threw

Heads up!
Coach Tom Kopp goes oyer strategies with co-captain Bruce Stokes and the Mules.
Wesleyan
quarterback
Perella hit Muirhead with
a three-yard pass.
Scimecca made it 13-0 with
the 2 point after.
Colby now has to pick
itself up for next Satur-

day's home game against
Worcester
Polytechnic
Institue.
"After practicing for
almost a month," said
^pp, "it ( the loss) was
bound to be a let down, but

I m sure these boys will year's opener by a score of
bounce back real quick 33-0 arid still went on to
a
winning
and not lose any of the complete
confidence
they
all season, so this early defeat
is not the end of what still
deserve."
It should be remembered promises to be an exciting,
too, that Colby lost last winning season.

Lady Runners
Place Third
'
.* Wojmen /s If
. t Cross coun ^try^
by Stephanie Vrattos
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Catching the Rays
,
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C olby sports fans catch some rays and laugh it up

at a pre-senson soccer game. There will be amp le
opportunity for you to do the same this week. On
Frid ay, bot h t he 'A' and *B* Field Hockey Teams
are home , nnd on Sat urd ay Women 's Cross Countr y,
Men's Rugb y, and Football arc all at Colby.
¦ . (Photo
\a a s
by Don GaUo)
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Other placers for .Colby
were eo-captaihs Ginny Low
and Karen Sender geld, who
placed eighth and tenth with
clockings of 18:41 arid 19:15,
• Eleanor '
respectively.
Campbell finished sixteenth
(19:58) ,
an d f resh man
Debbie Scanlon ran a 20:25,
coming in twentieth.
Rounding out the field for
Colby were Roberta Bloom,
Melissa Car peros, Marg ie
Shea, Am y Thompson ,
Libby Wheatley, an d Diane
Zavotsky.
Coach Father Paul Cote
was fairly pleased with the
results of the meet, noting
that two key runners
( Bloom and Wheatley.) were
not feeling up to par on the
day of the day of the meet.
Cote is optimistic about
this Saturday 's contest,
"If Roberta and Libby
run the way they should,
we
;
will do very well. ",
Senior co-captain Sonde, geld is also looking for a
win ' Saturday, ' commenting
that "Colby's 3.25 , mile
course Is more difficult, than
others because It is very
hilly; .there are -rid rest
periods¦ ¦ and
¦ , we're used to¦
«-". .'.. ;- ¦ ': . ¦¦; V- ' "-" -' "\ AaS ¦

Colby's women's cross
country team placed third
in .th eir season 's debut meet
which took place, last
Saturday in Brunswick,
Competing in the meet with
Colby were Bowdoin , USM,
and UMO. .
Oronoi took first with 26
points, followed by Bowdoin
with 49, Colby had 60 points,
while USM finished with
124, Scoring is simple. The
first five places of a certain
team are a dded together ,
with the sixth and seventh
finishers
serving
as
displacers.
First place in ' the field of
39 was taKen by a Bowdoin
runner, who completed the
three mile course in 17:01.
Colby 's lead runner was
sophomore Ann Cullenburg,
who : placed sixth overall
with , a time of 18:21.
Cullenburg is:coming off ah
Saturday 's^ meet,V ; which
outstanding freshman year,
as she placed eighth in the will 'pit the Co.by runners
1979 NESCAC meet and was against Bates and Bowdoir,
will start here at tl:00. '
named the team's MVP.

Ruggers sharp in opener

j This Week In Sports |

Dave "buzz" Marcus busted
through the Maine Maritime
3:00 p.m.
MIT
5 - ¦¦ • ' . '.
defense
and scored the first
$
try, or goal, for Colby. The
*s ^ ^ J ^
V\/prrien
|
point after was added by
v .v : Mrr ; " - ' . ¦
4:15 p.m.
R
E
V
w;y
'&* *A ;). ' v ' " a " ' !
.. " 'ni i i"yi |^.» "n""K!"i")^' ""'*!!i the superb foot of Tom
'
Ay i
& 33A aDougherty.
The score
by Jim Levy
Fobiball
8
Men^sr
27
Sept,
6
remained 6-0 through the
5
Worcester Poljrtec-uiic Inst. 1:30 p.in. . 9
Last Saturday saw , the end of the first half.
'
:
;
,
Soccer
Colby
;
j
|
Men;s
3
Rugby Team open The second half saw the
f 3
- A : : at;Bahson College
2:00 p.m.
4 their season: against Maine Colby Ruggers come out a
6
ft Maritime, an opponent they bit more confident in their
i
Men 's Cross Country
defeated
24-6. positions, (for many it was
K easily
at Franklin Park, Boston v/f Tufts ,
gtheir first game) and really
Because
it
was
the
ruggers
12:00 p.m.
K
Central Conn.
j
first game after only a week fired up to stick it to Maine
8
Women 's Tennis
p of preparation in practices Maritime, The scrCtm, in
1:00 p.m.
5 and many greenhorns filling particular, really started to
a
. ' at Merrimack
Coun
try
Women 's Cross
j g the positions of graduated perform as a unit in the
p
H*-00 a.m.
J players - the teamwork was second half. The Colby
d
Bates, Bowdoin
not as polished as coach scrum has always been
Men 's Rugby
|
g Peter Pearson would have traditionally the strong
1:00 p.m. K
Tufts " liked, but it was an exciting point of the team, and this
J
and hard fought game year with -the addition of
I nonetheless.
i
Sept. 29 Men 's "B" Soccer
rookies Paul Maier, Russ
9 The first half saw both Canity, Torii Dougherty,
3:Op p.m.
SMVTI
J
teams coming out strong. arid Jon Schwartz, along
Hard
hitting and good; with returning veterans
d
4
Sept. 30 Men 's Soccer
defense
left both teams in a Spencer Staples, Jim Levy,
3:00
p.m.
4
.
4
deadlock until suddenly Jim Bourne, and Tony
¦ - . - UnL Maine Orono
3

Sept. 26

Worn en 's Field Hockey
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» by Kathryn Soderbcrg
With two solid wins, under
its belt and several more
expected, the women's
varsity tennis team shows
no sign of losing their edge
on the court this fall. The
.women got off to a strong
start this season by
defeating their toughest
rival last Tuesday - with v
relative ease;¦•/¦
The.University of Maine,
at Orono had always given
the girls problems in the
past but the 5-2 victory for
Colby certainly did not
indicate that this fact ever
; v
was the case.
There were only two
losses for Colby. They
were In third ' and fourths
singles, but all memers of
the, team; ; played adv .
' . 3aaa 3a . - 'a
mirablyi
In first singles Colby's
Maura ^ v Shaughnessy
defeated Chris Everett 6-4,
C-4.' • ¦ - ' ¦; In second 'singles,
Brigld McCarthy; defeated
Jackie Bucken in ; a , long
three-set; v n.atcK|; ' and,;
eventually ;won?,l«6^-4, 6-4^!
In fifth singles; freshipan
Sandy Wirishlp "defeated ;
Lesley Phillips; iri Ihred
sets 6-4, 1-6^6-3. Colby's
doubles ' teams wereA;mb6\
very successful. / Captain
Amy Parker and teammate ^i ChrlS/^l Robjnson
defeated3 J«ari Sylvester
¦
';
:
' hw
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Lionesse, it is potentially Tom Dougherty left Colby
the strongest in years.
with a 21-6 win.
The backs also put on a The Colby "B" team also
fine show in the second half- put on a fine performace
the three alternating scrum- Saturday, defeating the
halfs, Dave Bolger, Steve Maine Maritime "B" team
Rowse and John Mac- 6-3 on a successful John
rnanimy, fullback Dave..Macmanimy try and point
"Buzz" Marcus, fly half after attempt.
Bob Ruzzo, inside center
Glenn Paterson, rightwing Although Saturday 's team
John "Nils'" Fraser, and did not exhibit the finesse of
left wing Peter Clerkiri;
past teams, the Colby
However,
the
real Ruggers are blessed with
showman of the day was some sixty-five members
outside
center
John vying for positions on the
"Crazylegs" Sorter who th- team, and have perhaps
warted the Maine Maritime more raw talent than any
This
defenses twice for two trys, previous year.
which, combined with Jim Saturday at 11:00 the Colby
Bourne's plunge into tine Rugby Team takes on Tufts,
enemy goal, and the three a perennial powerhouse, on
respective point afters by Foss—Woodnian . Field.

s iy/

^"Xti'S

and Chris Simone 6-1,6-0.
Ellen Huebsch and Sue
Winslow ' defeated their
opponents with equal ease.
Last Saturday, the team
traveled
to Wheaton
in
Norton,
College
Massachusetts for another
Every
strong 'win; '
member of the team won
The
their match.
strongest victories were in
the singles : matches but
Parker and Robinson were
equally victorious on fiirst
doubles with a 6;0, 6-3
victory over Wheaton's
Laura Dodge and Lauren
Elliot; . >.'
In second doubles, the
score iridicated a' much
closer and more even
but . Colby 's
match,
Huebsch and ¦¦, . . ' Winslow
"were ultimately victorious
over Wheaton's Melissa
McNerney , arid Andrea
Pola 6-2,7-5. . ;
Coach Beverly Nalbandian commented that she
did not know exactly how
the' girls would do in these .
first;two matches. UMO,
admitted Beverly, would
probalbly give the girls a
challenge; , ; She also
thought that eyeri , though
Colby had never played
Wheaton . before the small
^
could
women's college,
have presented a problem
„ ' *
because 'of;thb caliber of
SCRaNPUVBVELAINE MAYAND VVARREN BEATTY
schoo
l
the
,
appllcarits,;that
say, ; ; ,
, j
an«rniofwwAw
it;NaeATrYANDBiKKHENnY
attracts^! Needless^to
,
mmxkwmtwp ^wm,nan <:. * :j the" w6men>
3 tennis ;• team ; ^mti
1
,
certainly 'has proven to ¦ ' . > ' A v i ¦•' '
'
u
' j 1*--1 ' s.s » ¦
» ^ ? '»' it ' ¦.>- -Aa[ "1 , v( yi/ *\*
Itself ^to tWelif- coach, .and
to their school that they
FRI. SEPT. 26 & SUN. SEPT . ; 28 7& 9:30
nave t¦he;p6tbhtial' "t o have ¦¦¦
'
' ;
thciri ;•: most v:v successful; SUN. SEPT. 28 at • 2«00 .p.m,v- . ^ ;.. / \w\ \\; ¦ ]
BM^ < W&333.,p.3W'Ay toyEj OY i6o $1.66

THE SERVICE OF YOU R BICYCLE
IS MUCH TOO IMPORTANT TO

TRUST TO ANYO NE BUT THE BI-

CYCLE

A
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POU LI N

GUSTA.

Our mechanics are trained in factory service schools and by
. Larry Poulin himself, They are highly skilled experts who know '
how to service every bicycle on the road. Our service department is completely equipped with the latest 'in bicycle tools,
testing and service equipment. Before you purchase your bicycle, consider the service after , Remember, Ihe bicycle business is a seasonal business and spring and early summer are
our busiest moments. We service our bicycles first and somelimes only ours.

RALEIGH - TAKARA - UNIVEGA ¦ M0T0BECANE - SCHWINN • BOB JACKSON HOLLSWORTH - GIOS - CLAUDE BUTLER WOODRUP - ROBERTS.
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Armory Rd.
Watarvllle
873*8400 '
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558 Riverside Dr*.
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Career Watch
GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS
IN ¦"
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
FOR.
MINORITIES is being
sponsored by a Consortium
consisting of Indiana Univ.,
Univ. of No. CarolinaUniversity of Rochester,
Univ. of Southern Calif.,
Washington Univ. and Univ.
of Wisconsin. Each applicant who qualifies for the
Consortium
program
recieves a fellowship to
pursue MBA studies at-one
of the six Consortium,
universities. For further
information, contact the
Career Planning Office.
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR
THE
PROFESSIONAL
STUDY OF MEDICINE,
DENTISTRY, OR
OPTOMETRY
are
now
available for the 1981—82
academic "year from the
New York State Regents
Scholarships Fund.
Any
qualified
preprofessional
students who are residents
of New York State have an
opportunity to apply for
these scholarships, which
provide $350 to $1,000 each
year for four years of
professional
study.

¦
Applications must be filed
raising and. development, -: FOLKLORE
AND
NEWSPAPER
INby January 30, 1S81. For TERNSHIPS
public relations, ? govern- MYTHOLOGY Wi Research
FOR
Assistantships, Fellowships^
further information and MINORITIES.
The ment . ; relations,
scholarship
in- and Teaching assistaritships
applications, Newspaper Fund, Inc. is publications,aX and;
write to State Education sponsoring this program formation services. A good available at UCLA ;in: their
Department,
_ Bureau which ~* is designed for opportunity) Contact Jean Folklore and, -Mythology
of Higher and Professional minority college students Papaliaj Eustis 210, if you; program. Applications may
also be made by students, in
Educational
Testing,
who have an interest in are interested.
graduate
Cultural Education Center, newspaper work as a
programs^ 3iri
languages, -art, A A'. daliice^
Empire
State
Plaza, career, and who plan to
Albany, New York 12230 or attend graduate school.
ART IN LONDON - The music, sociology, and an-,t
come to the Career Plan- The internship involves a New Academy for Art thropology, as well as other
ning Office , Roberts 252.
$1,000 scholarship for each >.- Studies in London provides fields. Program information
student and a guaranteed new
comprehensive ; is available in the Career
summer
job
as
a programs in studio art. Also Pfenning Office.
editor
or they provide training in SUMMER CAMP JOB FASHION FELLOWSHIP newspaper
reporter.
For
further
inbusiness areas i coithected Camp ; Wiriadu ' ; -in
AWARDS are being offered formation
,
c
o
nt
a
ct
t
h
e
with the arts, such as Massachusetts is currently
by the Tobe—Coburn School
;
Career
Planning
Office.
au
ction rooms, art and recruiting for niahy sumNew
Careers,
for Fashion
trade,
and mer positions 6f the nonYork City. $24,000 will be Deadline for application is antiques
November
27,
1980.
museums.New
information
counselor type. Like WSI
awarded and each award is
has just -ffriyed in the Instructors , - Small Craft
worth $3,000. All college
Career Planning Office. -; Instructors, and Tennis
and university senior men
Instructors .' Find but niore
and women graduating in
IN7
CAREERS "
in
Roberts 252.
1981 are eligible.
For EDUCATIONAL
LAW
SCHOLARSHIP
ADfurther information and MINISTRATION - Colby PROGRAM 'A The Root- JURISPRUDENCE s
AND
registration forms, come to may nominate one ¦ senior Tilde.- Scholarship Program ASOCIAL POLICY^'
A
ma
the Career Planning Off ice. interested in a career in at ' NYU provides funding new degree program j or
ofApplication deadline is educational administration for two-thirds of 7 tuition feree, through the Law
November 15, 1980.
to attend a conf erence in cdstsr Each scholar pursues School - at7 ; Bei^eley;"
Hartford. Conn. All ex- a program of. iriyi-lyement Designed for v&tiidente .inpenses, paid. An excellent outside the dassroom which terested in the field of law,;
DICKINSON SCHOOL OF learning opportunity and an complements the traditional but not necessar ily a car eer
LAW — iai Pennsylvania; has excellent ' way to make legal r ^ucati^
as a "lawyer." "A major
j ust sent its_ new catalog. contacts in the fieldr The develops awareness •. of the emphasis of the;program is
program:, public service potential-' of s the . . integration of broad
Check it oufin the;- Career scholarship
^ intellectual
Planning Library. Other specifically looks for can- law career. IT you are in. perspectives
graduate school • bulletins didates with an interest in terested in; this scholarship with more specific policy
alumni administration , fund pro gram , contact Betts studies. Find out more
are available as well. A
is , ext. 584. about this' excitingjnogiam
Kiralis, in Eust

miJQm^i^i
MILLER LITE 6/12oz. bot.$2 , 25

W^

ji
lp•

in the Career Planning
¦Office.; . vXW- ' aAW'WMA.
OVERSEAS " ACADEMIC
:,
OPPGRTUNiflES
Teaching positions overseias, many of which do not
require ¦;¦; teaching • 77 certificatipii:
A - monthly
ibulletiii ; will soon Ibe
arriving 7 in the Caireer
Planning-¦77 Office;; < with
vacancy announcements^ all
over ; the; world. Other u information about similar
overseas , positions ^s
already
available ~ in
Roberts 252.
^>;

RECRUITERS ON CAMP\JS:AX aAW:3 a3 aA .aA
¦
Weds. Oct: l'1' ^ 3AX 'a3: '
; ^;Univ. ,:of : Richmond
Law SchooI ; - Sa-aaaa -A-'
9-4:30 Amos Tuck (MBA)"
: 6:30.SENIOIt PLANNING
WORKSHOP >- 7 *7Robins
Room, Roberts • A Aaa:a
Thurs: Oct. z ';
aX . ax
A- i:30r5^ : 7Bostori 7 Univ.
(Health Managemer_t) Fri. Oct. 3
77 9-12 Harvard (MBA) aa.a
A PJease-' sign up for interviews in the Career
Planning / Office, Roberts¦
252, v: A:A aA- : ": aA- - -
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Annou ncement s
LECTURE on Monday, Sept. 29, 1980 _at 8 p.m.. Mike
Chamberlain from the Asian Centre in -New York is
coming up to Colby to give si talk on East Timor: East
Timor is a country in Southeast Asia being invaded by
the Indonesian Army since 1975. The Indonesian Army
has forged a genocide proportional to the nnpi in
Kampuchea in its scale and intensity.
Mike Chamberlain is visiting campuses throughout the
country showing slides and lecturing on East Timor.
Everyone is welcome, to hear more about this news
which has been skillfully kept out of American public
attention by mainstream press for five years. Watch
Interout for . signs around campus. Sponsored by
national Relations Club , East Asian Cultural Society,
East Asian Studies Dept. and New World Coalition.
¦

•

Applications for the Washington Semester Program
are due October 15, 1980. This is a cooperative
program between Colby (among others) and the
American University in Washington, D. C. The
program is open to . all juniors regardless of major .
Programs include Washington Semester (national
government ) , Urban Semester, Justice Semester,
Foreign Policy Semester, Economic Policy Semester,
and the American Studies Semester. For applications
and information see Mrs. "Kiralis in Eustis 308.
.

*

.

.

The Colby Women's Group will hold an organizational
meeting on Mon., Sept. 29 at 8:00 in the Robins Room
of Roberts Union. A)l are welcome.
Amer ican , Mensa , an organization for people with
I.Q.'s in the top two p ercent, will celebrate its 20th
anniversary Sept. 21-27. The * celebration in the Waterville area will be held on the 27th and feature a series of
speakers on gifted children. Anyone interested in attending should call Elsie Rogers at 872-9354. Further
information on Mensa may be obtained by writing:
American Mensa Selection Agency, 1701 West 3rd St.,
•
Bboklyn , N.Y. 11223.
. . ; ...
The Natioiial Research Council is how accepting applications from college faculty members and other
postdoctoral workers for 1981 Research Associateship
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Jane Schwartz extension is not 621 as listed in the
temporary directory. It is still 245.
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HAPPY Birthday Ellio t.

LOST AND FOUN D
FOUND - tennis racket on Friday
night between Foss and Mary
Low . Contact Claire or Mary at
ext . 569. .

FOR SALE
RALEIGH International Bicycle,
23" modified frame , Reynolds
tubin g
butted
531
double
highsp eed
super
throu ghout,
full
bike ,
tra i ning-touring
Record,
Nuovo
Campagnolo
Shimano Dura Ace brakes,
. chrome fork ends and rear stay
.professional ,
Brooks
ends ,
saddle , GBstem and bars , best
offer over $550.
Call Rich

0R

- . -J

V.

ACCOUNTING Sampler - rough
shape but definitely readabl e $3.
Barron ' s GMAT Study Guide new - no markings at all - cost
new $6.25 - only $5.
Call Rich
Home 873-6273
Work -some days 873-0724
Work -some nightext . 240
I CAN SAVE you more than $100
on stereo
equipment. "SNo
lemon " policy, manufac turer ' s
warranty, over 30 brands tq
choose from! Car stereos too l
Call Joe Ferris 872-7289. "
JAWA Moped; Low milea ge;
many, many miles per gallon
excellent condition , $325.
Call Rich
Home 873-6273
Work -some days 873-0724
Work -some nights ext . 240

GLASSES
CHILDREN'S art classes forming for ages 8-12. - For Information call artist-Instructor
Hearne Pardee at 872-6367, ¦
i

Home 873-6273

Work -so me days 8730724
Work -some nights ext . -40

There will be a Birth Control Discussion with information on Birth Control Methods with Jane Schwartz,
Colby's Health Associate. Bring your questions, Wed.
Oct. 1, at 7 p.m. in Dana Lounge.

v

GENERAL Motors 5 hble 14"
rims • avoid costly sprin g and
fall tire chan geovers - Put your
snows on these and keep your
summer tires mounted - Includes 2 tires suitable for t4ade In.
Call Rich .
Home 873-6273
Workforce days 873-0724
Work -some nights ext , 240
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NEED Extra Money - Models
wanted for Life Drawing class.
Experience helpful
but not
necessary. Call Beth Ellis at
872-70-4.

wMm
Keep RedCross
read y.

HAVE THE ECHO SENT HOME

SERVICES WANTED OR OFFERED

v

WANTED

COUCH • Converts to bed,
distinctive green vin yl, prlrrio
shape , absolutel y no holes.
Vomit on It, urinate on It • Easy
to clean • Just hose it off, $35.
Call Rich
Home 873-6273
Work -some days 873-0724
Work -some nights ext. 240

PEER Birth Control Training to Begin. The second
session of peer birth control counselor training will
begin in October. It will be led by Jane Schwartz,
Health Associate and Jean Papalia of Alumni
Relations. Students will be taught to give "accurate
birth control information and make appropriate
referrals in both formal and informal settings. The
first of eight sessions will be held on Oct. 1. Men and
women wh o are interested in learn ing these skills
please, contact Jane at ext. 245 before Sept. 30.

SELL YOUR PET ROCK

. .

FOLKS in Averill - Suggest you
draw your dra pes. Love, the
guys in Robins.

'

SUBLET YOUR APPARTME NT
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PERSONALS

The first meeting of the Psychology Club will be held
at 6:30 P.M. on Monday, . September 22, in the
Champlin Lounge (the middle section of the Women's
Quad). We will he discussing Psi Chi (the honorary
society for psychology majors),, and films and
speakers for the coming year. We need your participation and ideas, so please try to attend!

^^^ 5^. jit ' - 'U , N# abb reviations
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C lassif ied-—

College and university students may win up to $1,000
in Scholarship Awards for an original and practical
idea based on the use of polystyrene foam. The Fourth
Annual EPS Scholarship Awards Competition, sponsored by the Expanded Polystyrene Division of The
Society of the Plastics Industry, challenges inventive
minds to design workable, worthwhile? new products
using expanded polystyrene as an important element.
Cash prizes of $1,000, $500, and $200 are offered.
Honorable Mention plaques are given for Fourth and
Fifth runners-up. A brochure describing the contest
requirements, and including a preliminary entry form ,
is available from the Dean's office or by writing to: The
Society of the Plastics Industry, 3150 Des Plaines
Avenue, Des Plaines, IL 60018. The competition will be
judged during the Expanded Polystyrene Division
Annual Conference on March 5, 1981.

1"HE COLBY ECHO CLASSIFIEDS

Mt * 1°BS
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Anyone interested in Jan Plan in Africa as proposed
by Prof . Christiansen last spring is urged to attend a
meeting, tonight second floor Roberts at 9 p.m. If we
are going, we have to get going.

EPS Scholarships

Yes, I would like to subscribe to the COLBY ECHO.
Enclosed is my p ayment of $7.25 for a one year subscription.
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REQUIREMENTS :
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Colby Ambassadors. Interested in visiting your high
school to speak with students and guidance counselors
over the Thanksgiving or Christmas recess? There
will be an organizational meeting on Monday, October
27, at 6:00 p.m. in Lovejoy 215.

Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) will award $15,000 to
student composers in sums ranging from $500 to $2500.
The contest is designed for citizens or permanent
residents of the Western.Hemisphere who are under
twenty-six years of age as of Dec* 31, 1980. No
limitations are established as to stylistic considerations,
instrumentation, length or number of works submitted.
The competition closes Feb. 16, 1981,. and official rules
and entry blanks are available from James G. Roy, Jr.,
Director, BMI Awards to Student Composers, Broadcast
Music, Inc., 320 West 57th ST., New York, N.Y. 10019.

Allied Whale at College of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor,
Maine is sponsoring two Whale and Scab-id Cruises on
October 18 and 19 aboard the 110-fpot Viking Queen.
The cruises will leave from Portsmouth, New Hampshire at 8:00 a.m.,.cruise twenty miles offshore to
Jeffreys Ledge, a good place to see whales, seabirds
and occasionally harbor seals, The costs bf these trips
is $20.00 for adults and $15.00 for children under 12 or
children in school groups. Space is limited so: send
checks for reservatrions to Whale and Seabird trips ,
Allied Whale, College of the Atlantic, Bar Harbor
Maine, 04609, or call (207) 288-5644.
The Office of Alumni Relations, 209 Eustis, is accepting color slides suitable for reproduction in college
publications, particularly the 1981 Colby Engagement
Calendar. The theme should be related to the campus
and student life at Colby. The Alumni Off ice will pay
$5.00 for each selection chosen to be printed in the
Engagement Calendar and $25.00 for the selection usee)
on the cover. Name, class year , campus address and a
brief biographical sketch should be included with each
entry . Submission' deadline is September 29.

On Saturday, Oct. 4 at 1:00 P. M., the^ostoni Alliance
Against Registration and the Draft (BAARD) will hold a
march from Copley square to" Boston Common where a
rally will be held, to protest draft registration and
government emphasis on war prepara tion. Daniel
Ellsberg, of "Pentagon Papers " fame will be the
keynote speaker. Anyone interested in more information
can call BAARD at (617)-491-4694.

Programs. Four hundred or more full-time
associateships will be awarded on a competitive basis in
the fields of chemistry, engineering, mathematics and
earth, environmental, physical, space and life sciences.
Research will take place in sixteen , federal research
institutions throughout the UiS.. Stipends range from
$20,500 for ..recent Ph.D.'s, to $40,000 for Senior
Associates. Applications may be obtained from the
Office, JH 610-D1, 2101 Constitution Ave., N.W.",
Washington D.C. 20418, ( 202)-389-6554.
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Please return tor
,
COLBY ECHO-Circulatton Manager ,
, , Roberts Union
Colby College
Thank you.
.
Waterville, Me. 04901

Colby in the ddr ^U

Lightin g needs improvement

Parts of this campus are still in the dark, not
necessarily intellectually , but physically. In the
October 11,1979 issue, the ECHO reported administrative plans to improve the lighting situation
on campus. Now, nearly, a year later, we are hard
pressed to see much improvement in the situation.
Vice President Robert Pullen, Dean of Students
Earl Smith and Director of "B&G Anseli Griqdall, all
agreed to specific dates by which new iignung
would be installed. According to that timetable the
additions should have already been completed. As
we see it some of the promised lighting was never
installed and^sbme lighting, though present, . is insufficient .Specifically , the area behind'Mary Low is

almost completely dark, while paths around Miller
Library, Averill and the New Dorms are dimly lit at
best. These areas were all cited as problems last
year and have not been solved.
Blatantly ignored last year, but a serious problem
none-the-less, is the lack of lighting between the
Fieldhouse and Roberts. Surely, the administration
cannot expect that people do not use these facilities
at night.
Gnndall stated that he and Pullen are going to
walk the campus on Wednesday night to find out
where further lighting is needed. Let us hope that
this sojourn proves to be an enlightening experience
for the entire campus-our safety depends on it!

Colby lac ks cohesion
An unsolvable problem
exists at Colby. The
problem is more complex
than alcohol abuse or
problems with fraternities.
The problem is that Colby
lacks a sense of community.
By lack of community, I
mean that there is. no sense
of togetherness among th e
individuals"' t hat comprise
the college community. Too
often it is all "take " and no
"give" when it comes to
supporting Colby 's activities.
Too many ' times the
cam pus breaks a part into

by Sam Weiser
small
cliques
which
disregard the" fact that 1600
people inhabit Mayflower
Hill. This lack of community causes the more
apparent problems like
vandalism and alcohol;
People disregard their
responsibility to the entire
college in an attempt to

further their own individual
or group needs.
Take for example, the
fraternities versus co-op
debate last spring. The
people who sought to convert th e f raternit ies exposed
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points they percieved to be
negative. They ignored the
advantages of the fraternit ies on th e community
services they particpated
in. I think that if you
examine it, you will find
th at more f ratern ity an d
sorority members participate in the Big-Big Sister
program
t han
oth er
students. Was anything like
this mentioned last spring1?
ticipate
in
the
Big
BrotherBig
Sister
program
other students.
Was
^Jian
anything like this mentioned

.last spring?

I f yoij want to party, go
right ahead, just respect the
fact t hat ot h er students are
not partying and everything
will be fine. However, too
of ten , the individuals having
the party forget their
responsibility and create
problems and -animosity
among students which affects our sense of community.
Another way- that this
lack of community reveals
itself
is support '¦ for
athletics/ Sports are a big
part" of any. community
eff ort , but how man y t imes
haveyouiseen the stands full
for a football, basketball or
hockey game? The people
who participate in these
sports represent all stu d ents
and f aculty members every
time they play. However,
many coaches and athletes
will tell you they play for
pride because the student
body does not care.
I persona lly
cannot
understnad this, lack of
support because athletic
events are one place to go
as crazy as yoii want, ra i se
as much hell as you can and
nobody will care. in fact
many athletes would appreciate it. Put that wlldness in a dormitory though,
and it becomes, a detriment
to the community instead of
an advantage.

,..^-ffer .leavjng Colby and
the kiE^-fefehind , what will
you- io? Go to the theatre?
Nightclubs? Symphonies?
Play cards? These activities can be fostered at
without
though,
Colby
having to wait until after
graduation. Students and
faculty members - should
seek
these
activities
because th ey are as much a
part of the educations!
process at Colby as the
classroom.
Education is more th an
an "A" in statistics. It is
broadening your insights to
include daily activities and
events th at occur in th e
world outside Colby College.
Many of the problems
th at h ave received muc h
attention recently stem
from this ! lack of community. It is impossible for
everyon e
to
support
everycnuig at Colby and I
realize that. However the
key is the-recognition by all
students
and faculty
memb ers th at every one
should seek a f ew act iv i t ies
outsid e the dorm i tory or
¦fraternity and beyona the
library. Everyone should
desire to expand themselves
bevond the textbook,
;
Th ere also need s to b e
more * commun ication
between ¦' . .. administrative
organizations and students.
For exam pl e, if you see
someone van dalizing; the;
campus , call security; The
longer van d als run ram p ant
on cam pus, th e more i t
costs all the, stu dents , both
in dollars an d in ligh t on
dark walkways.
It is important that we. all
rea li ze th at we not only
have a . commitment to
ourselves but to the college
community. We cannot
simply blame anonymous
vandals, the fraternities* or
the administration, We can
only blame ourselves. Next
time you decide to do
something; after you have
thought about yourself ,
thing about US, you may
change you mind ,

Tour de fo rce
in The
Middle East
Washin gton vs Moscow
by Joseph Azar
If U.S.- President Jimmy Carter and Soviet leader
Leonid Brezhnev could write their personal scenarios
for the Middle East without any considerations of
national, self-interest, their production might not . be
much different...nor would there be any .difference if
another President sat in the White House or a different
Patriarch presided in the Kremlin.
The Middle East, to both superpowers, represents
conflict and oil. Both superpowers desire a partial
Palestinian solution- a homeland- they are also perplexed by the power those underdeveloped countries
possess in their underground huge reservoirs of fossil
fuels.
The difference is quite obvious: the President is
geared to reelection that is not assured yet. It is
magically controlled by a 4 percent brilliant Israeli
lobby, of Americans,active in politics.

Whereas the Soviet Union is automatically on the right
path in the Middle East. The USSR unlike the US, does
not have to. support a 'status quo' obj ectionably 'de
facto;, contrary to its interests.(Recent statistics show$4
billion in aid to Israel and during Carter's admin istration , reaching $10.4* billion.) This of course is to
help Israel pay its deficit balance of payment. . . The
Volatile public opinion , in foreign as well as domestic
affairs, most be given time to adjust to new as well as
old realities.
The two leaders, also differ in their strategic approach
to the region. As we all know, the oil wells are very dear
to the OE.C.D. countries and threaten the West - and
Japan with economic depression. Both superpowers
wouldlove to spread their influence in the Middle East..
Moscow dreams for a free access to the rest of the
world starting from there. Its egress means traveling
t he Bosphorus, the Sea of MarmOTa, the Dardanelles,
the Suez Canal .-and Gibralter through to Iran. Yet, oil
f or Moscow is not a great, issue. The Soviet Union is still
a net exporter of petroleum, selling it to Cuba, for instance, at about one-eighth of prevailing OPEC prices.
However America is a more successful wheelerdealer in the Middle East than the Soviet Union for two
main reasons: most of the countries are wealthy; or
monarchi es, or both and are therefore opposed to
Communism; and only America can talk to Israel with
effectiveness.
No Middle Eastern leaders^!not even f trie Israelis,
seriously trust the superpowers >.But ifor most of them,
the United States is thepreferred devil; Moscow: is ; thus
forced to build political alliances; bai-cd;; solely 1 on
backing the Palestinian issue. However" it is also in tlie
interest of the White House as well as Americans ; to
reconsider the Ifa lestlne Liberation issue because ' peace
in the Middle East arid in the v/6rld:is'' irnpoissible unless
the Palestinian 1 question is reconsidered . Therefore,
of
.Israel: willvhave¦ to: decide between
;, .;^ either
f-v- ' ', land
v . :¦¦ ¦¦ ¦:; ¦¦, peace,
*:.- : '
• ";¦ ¦ ¦
:
:..'
not both.
*v!^'
¦;. ; - ^ : ; i .;^ ;^-i;. :. .- ; :. — a aXaxa ass.a- ¦ ; " ".; .;;¦

aAltiibug;h the :;two . powers ; jvbuld ;wr ite^
similar
scenario. ior ; the Middle East if vtJheyl could, neither a has
any, interest in doing anything to.help thb other, neither
wants another real war either: t^e'costibf/replacingtheir
cli ents' destroyed ; weaponry ; once ' tho conflict Is over
would be very high. For this reason, Washington should
solve the Middle East problem with the Kremlin and a
' An.erica'
agenda.-Y
Geneva Conference
should remain
¦
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A f oovf ibf
one 's own
by Mary Glern
The Women's Group plans to take a more active
role in improving life at Colby, in addition to v
sponsoring cultural and educational events.

y ^A^s^b^B^^^^^^^^
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The main goal of the Women's Group this year
will be the establishment of a Women's Center.
Women comprise half of the total population at
Colby, yet there is no place exclusively- devoted tq
women 's interests. Bbwdoin College has only been
coeducational for less than ten years and will open
a Women's Center this year. We feel that the
establishment of a center , at Colby will widen the
Women 's Group , base to serve the needs of the
Colby community and Waterville women.
The proposed center would be far from a simple
social facility ; we would work toward building a
comprehensive Women's Center that would bring
together and strengthen many facets of Colby life.
A great need exists for a permanent place for
groups to meet other than the transient
surroundings in Robert' s Union.
The Women's Center would offer ' space to the
sororities, if they so desired, and other support
groups such as the New World Coalition. While
men's athletics are currently served by interest
group fraternities, the women's center would
provide an organizational facility for women's
athletics, especially in the promotion _ of a strong
intramural program.
The Women's Center could house a library and
resource facility for Women's Literature and the
growing slide tape collection from Prof . Mennochi's Women's Experience in America class.
Also, the Women's Center could offer a rriore informal classroom setting for courses which
demand a more casual and close-knit, setting.
Consciousness Raising (C.R.) groups, a new
program sponsored by the Women's Group this
year and C.R. groups . sponsored by other
organizations .could also use the facility. The
Center could house conferences with Colby's birth
control clinics, and other health related activities
in ' a less foreboding atmosphere than the Infirmary.
We envision a Women's Center.that serves virtually all the needs of the . Colby and Waterville
communities. A choice spot would be in the dorm
now under .construction. Ideally, the Women's
Group would like to see an entire complex devoted
to all women on campus.
This year we will specifically push for "Rooms of
Our Own" where we can be guaranteed a permanent place on the .Colby campus.
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The Peop le Line

by Roger Bowen
Prof. Tom Tietenberg, the Advisory Committee on
Investment Responsibility, and its sister committee of
the BOard of Trustees are to be congratulated for
divesting Colby's stock in Dresser Industries and
Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals Corporation. It is
indeed good news when Colby, or any other institution
that profits from the South African apartheid system,
willingly chooses to do the "moral" thing.
Yet I wonder whether in this instance "good news"
should be "front-page " news and whether Colby should
too quickly congratulate herself for performing a
^ 'magnaminous
act of dubious -moral import. Afterall,
Colby continues to profit - and always will so long as
she retains her present policy of selective divestment from American corporate investments, in one of the
most brutal, repressive, immoral regimes in the world
today.
Colby 's policy allows American corporations in which
we have financial stake to violate basic moral codes
in exchange for their promise to (1) adhere to the
morally ambiguous "Sullivan Principles" and (2)
permit a monitoring agency to witness and record
corporate responsibility for the abuses of human rights
in South Africa .
It is the height of inconsistency - some might say
hypocrisy* - to condemn "the racist policies of the
government of South Africa and . those corporations
which , by their activities, support the denial of basic
human rights to the black people of South Africa ,"
then subsequently to give muscle (however infirm ) to
this written condemnation by"instituting a committee
which devises punitive measures against abusers, but
then, in' the name of morality, takes action against
only the obvious abusers and lets off , scot-free, all
those corporations which make enormous profits
because of "the racist policies .of the government of
South Africa. "
This is like saying that only those rapists who do not
admit their guilt and do not allow outside "moral
policemen" to witness the deplorable act will be
punished. All those rapists who allow the moral police
to watch and who commit themselves to an intention to
behave morally (a la the Stllivan Principles ) in the
future are encourage, implicitly, to turn the act of rape
into mere seduction. We are saying, "Perfect your
techniques of seduction so we won 't have to yell
'rape. '" Little, however, is said about the South
African government which through its policies of
antinational and international lawlessness and moral
anarchy permits either white corporate seduction or
rape of the native Blacks,, but in fact encourages the
latter- because it means higher profits for American
corporations and hence greater tax revenue for the
South African government.
The disenfranchisement of the Blacks, the apartheid
legal structure that disallows Blacks "basic human
rights," the widespread practice of racist dual
development in education and social welfare policies,
the discriminatory wage practices in industry, and so
on, these all constitute rape of the the Blacks of South
Africa. That is, afterall, what apartheid is - an institutionalized, legally sanctioned policy of compelling
Blacks to be victimized, to be exploited, ' to . be
physically abused, by a power-mad, male-dominated,
Calvinistic, extreme rightist white body politic that

openly disavows all notions of basic human rights.
The increasingly powerful African National Congress
(A.N.C.) rebel movement against the South
African government has an expression wnicn )
epitomizes their attitude toward American corporations that subscribe to the Sullivan Principles and
its obscurantist policies of slightly higher wages, in- .
tegrated canteens and washrooms, and emasculated
Black labor unions; "We don't want our chains
polished, we want them removed/'
The well-intentioned but practically impotent liberal
policies of guilt-ridden Americans will not serve to
effect the liberation of the Blacks from apartheid and
from the American corporate interests which underwrite institutionalized racism by producing the
consumer products that keep Whites pacified and
supporting their government, by building the computers that in Orwellian fashion keep track of the
movements of the enemies of the State, and by paying
taxes to the South Africa government which in turn
uses them to build the arms necessary to keep the
Blacks down by force.
Members of the Colby community should not rest
content with isolated examples of symbolic protest
aimed against certain American corporations in South
Africa, but not against the South African government %
itself. We , must recognize that all American corporation in South Africa (about a third of all Colby's
investments are in such corporations) contribute
directly and indirectly to the oppression of 20 million
Blacks. Nothing less that total divestment can be
termed '.'moral," and no less significant an action
deserves front-page coverage, even in the ECHO.

Anderson wins candidate s debate
by Tim Springer , 7
. The Candidates' debate between John Anderson
and . Ronald Reagan clearly showed Anderson was
better prepared'
and more direct and realistic in his
to
panel' s questions. Anderson was the.
answer^
"A a.
obviQus.winner,
He came across as an issues can did a te, boldly
elucidating his positions on energy, defense, and
as 'an
abortion, "Reagan reconfirmed his reputation
1
old-fashioned politician, dodging questions and
riding on generalized answers. ' The California
Republican spent much ;of his timo defending
himself, while ;;Anderson maintained a cool upper
:hand.;'7 4'':V:7 ', ''' ':; ':- :v l" ;.; aaXsaaAaAaa A ^ WAt: a , .
3 At one poi nt , Reagan cut short,'an answer so that
ho could return to his previous tangental reference

<: s »*
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to an Indiana military ttigh School. As the debate
progressed, Reagan lost his straight posture, his
high head, and his voice became weaker. . He only
regained vigor when he returned to familiar ground
and recited his promised—land speech in his last
three minutes.
•
An derson , unlike Reagan, took into account
world oil consumption trends.and their affect on oil
availability for the United States. In explainng his
energy stan d, he mentioned his 50 percent gallon
gasoline 7 tax. He also cited excessive , car
transportation In cities as a big problem and ef-

ficient mass transit , possibly light rail trains, as a
partial solution.
Reagan 's responses to energy related questions
showed him to be oblivious in a frightening wav
He seems , to believe the energy situation will
amend itself and alternative sources will appear
without increased government initiative,
In
reassurance, he mentioned that there currently
exist world oil sources as plentiful as there were 120
years ago when we drilled our first well.*.With
'increased oil consumption, his figure would have
us running out of oil in a few decades. He does not
seem appropriately concerned .
I am pleased that Anderson , was able to prove
himself more informed , quicker on his feet, and
more realistic in dealing with the issues than
.Reagan.

West African ciiltiife colleetioii it C|>Ib|
by Karen Pfeiffer
Anyone fortunate enough
to look into the Jette
Galleries of the Colby
Museum of Art between
now and October 12th will
be greeted with the sight of
one of the best collections of
West • African traditional
sculpture eyer to be seen in
this area.
The exhibit,
which is formally titled
"Traditional Art of West
Africa ," fea tures one
Hundred of the most interesting items that make
up the 300—piece collection
of Victor DuBois, a political
scientist now living in New
York.
In 1959, DuBois made the
first of many extensive trips
through West Africa in
connection with research
for a doctoral dissertation
in political science for
Princeton University. The
pieces that now make up
the DuBois collection were
gathered in the field by
DuBois himself, and are
excellent examples of items
that are not only artistically
intriguing but were made to;
be useful as well.
The pieces on display

here at Colby include many
masks, stools and pots that
served as functional items
for West Africans living in
the 19th and 20th centuries.
Many of the pieces on
display are also connected
with religious rituals, and
Hugh Gourley, Director of

teeth.
One --of the most interesting items on display is
an example of what may be
the oldest game known to
man.-' Called "Da," the
game was collected in

Guinea in 1959 and involves
thie redistribution of seeds
by two players among
twelve holes carved into a
wooden board.
Other
fascinating pieces ' in the
collection
include' four

the Colby Art Museum,
explains that "The younger
Africans are less involved
with the religious - life in
West Africa than their
parents were. These pieces
may have been available, in
part, because of the
changing
social
and
economic situation in West
Africa."
. Visitors to the , Jette
Galleries will notice that the
pieces ih the DuBois
collection feature a wide
range of materials and
consist of many different
types of traditional West
African art. In addition to
the masks, stools and pots
already mentioned, there
are many intricately carved
puppets, dolls, figures and
marionettes made out of
such materials as petrified
wood, feathers, shells,
stones, clay and human

Fertility

Simibolfl , Ma sks and O rnam ent s on display

This collection is on loan from Victor Duois of New York
until Oct. 12, (photo by Don Gnllo)

Ni neteent h an d Twent ieth Century West , African Ait
exhibited in the Colby "Art :Museum located In; Bixler.
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"Ashanti Akua'ba Figures," that is carved , from very
which were collected in the old, almost petrified, wood
Kumas district of Ghana and is made,to represent a
and are carried by women leper.
wishing
to
The DuBois collection was
become
pregnant, and a fare "We first
brought "to
Mr.
Mask" from the Ivory Coast Gourley's attentiorj by
Jerme Goldberg, • Colby
class of 1960, and has been
on display at Colby since
August 7th. The exhibit will
continue through October
12th, after which time it will
return to the DuBois home
in New York. (It is the fir£t
of a series of large exhibits
to be presented this year at
Colby and will be followed
by three shows which focus
on Maine:
William and
Marguerite Zorach: ,[ The
Maine Years ; Maine Quilts;
and Walercolor .Painting in
Maine.)
Accompanying the DuBois
exhibit.is a 116—jiage.large
formal catalogue which the
Maine Sunday " Telegram
called
";..a significant
¦
contribution
to :'"¦ the
literature on West African
Art."
A handsome soft-^over book, it ^features
full—page photographs of
many of the items on
display as well as informative notes from Mr.
Gburley, Robert
Plant
Armstrong and Mr. DuBois
himself.
The book is a
valuable addition to any
art—lover's library and is
currently on sale at s the
Museum gift shop. ...
The Jette Galleries are
open , Monday , through
Saturday from 10-12 and .
1—4:30 and " ;on : Sun d ays
from 2—4:30: '
-Every
member of the Colby and
Waterville community is
urged to stop in and see this
fexhibit-r——it .
offers 7
something for every person
with an interest 'in.art, and
ho pri or "knowlidge of
Af r ican af t is necessary in
oder . to , appreciate,:X the
fichus oh di-splayr"' " ' 7 }

